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PREFACE 
This document provides necessary background information on the 
50lar and Earth Flux Data Tape (5EFDT) generated from Nimbus-7 
Ear th Rad i at ion Budget (ERB) instrument data. There wi 11 be two 
volumes of this document, the first volume of which will contain 
a general description of data including the processing method, 
and the second vo lume wi 11 contain detai Is of science data 
quality. 
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SECT IQ\J 1. INTRODUCTIQ\J 
The Nimbus-7 ERB SEFDT Data User's Guide was written by a team. 
Dr. H. Lee Kyle, Manager of Science Data Validation Task, acted 
as Editor; Dr. Herbert Jacobowitz, Chairman of NET; Mr. John 
Hickey, NET Member; and Mr. Michael Forman, Nimbus Operations 
Manager have contributed to different sections of the document. 
! Dr. Sur end raN. Ray, S y s t ems and Ap p 1 i e d Sci en c e s Co r p 0 rat ion 
(contractor for this task), coordinated the writing of this 
document. 
In this section, there are four subsections: Subsection 1.1 
des c rib est h esc 0 p e 0 f the D a taU s e r 's Gu ide, Sub sec t ion 1. 2 
des c rib est h e b a c k g r 0 u n don N i m bus - 7 Spa c e c r aft and the ERB 
Experiment, Subsection 1.3 describes the SEFDT Data Product and 
Processing Scenario, and Subsection 1.4 describes other related 
products and documents. 
1.1 DESCRIPTIQ\J OF THE DATA USER'S GUIDE 
The S E F D T D a taU s e r 's Gu ide des c rib est he con ten t s 0 f the tap e , 
the origin of the data, and the method of processing these data. 
It also describes accuracy of data, general problems, and 
1 i mit a t ion son the use 0 f the sed a t a. T his D a taU s e r 's Gu ide 
wi 11 serve as the principal document for use of the SEFDT by the 
scientific community. Volume I will serve as general reference 
t 0 use the pro d u c t, wh ere a s Vo 1 ume I I wi 1 1 con t a i nth e de t ail s • 
As the pro c e s sin g g 0 e son from yea r toy ear, add i t ion s w ill b e 
made to Volume II of the document. General information regarding 
the related products, their availability, and references will be 
1 i s ted i nth i s D a taU s e r 's Gu ide. Ali s t 0 f fir stye a r SEFDT 
tape numbers wi 11 be provided in this document. 
1.2 BACKGROUND ON NIMBUS -7 AND THE ERB EXPERIMENT 
A short description of the Nimbus-7 ERB experiment is given here. 
M 0 red eta i 1 e din for mat ion i sin c 1 u d e din Ref ere n c e 1. The n ew 
inflight calibration adjustment of the Nimbus-6 and -7 ERBWide 
Field of View (WFOV) radiometers is given in Reference 2. Also, 
the rea d e r i s ref err edt 0 the ERB Bib 1 i 0 g rap h y wh i c h con t a ins 
numerous references related to the experiment (Reference 3). 
The E RBi son e 0 f the ex per i me n t s abo a r d the N i mb u s - 7 sat ell i t e 
which includes seven experiments and one subsystem. The 
subsystem is the THIR (Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer), 
and the experiments are: 
• Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) 
• Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) 
• Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) 
• Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement II (S~ II) 
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• Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet/Total Ozone Mapping 
(SBUV/TOv1S) 
• Stratospheric and Mesopheric Sounder (SA~S) 
• Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) 
The N i mb us - 7 spa c e c r aft wa s 1 au n c h e don Dc t 0 b e r 24, 1978 from the 
Western Test Range of Vandenberg Air Force Base, California by a 
thrust-augmented Delta vehicle. The satellite was placed in a 
955 ki lometer, Sun-synchronous polar orbit, having local noon 
(ascending node) and midnight (descending node) equator 
c r 0 s sin g s, wit h 26. 1 de g r e e s 0 flo n g i t u des epa rat ion. The 
orbital period is 104.16 minutes. 
The ERB experiment was also included on the Nimbus-6 spacecraft. 
The N i m bus - 7 ve r s ion i sal mo s tid e n tic a 1 to its pre dec e s so r wit h 
a few minor modifications. The Nimbus-7 ERB was the actual 
flight backup for the Nimbus-6 mission before these modifications 
were made. 
The objective of the ERB experiment is to determine, over a 
period of one year, the radiation budget of the Earth on both 
synopt ic and planetary scales by the simultaneous measurement of: 
• Incoming Solar Radiation 
• 0 u t g 0 i n g Ear t h ref 1 e c ted (s h 0 r twa v e) and Ear them itt e d 
(longwave) radiation by: 
( a ) Fix e d wid e an g 1 e s amp 1 i n g 0 f the set err est ria 1 flu xes 
at the satellite altitude, and 
(b) Scanned narrow angle sampling of the angular radiance 
components. 
Another objective is to develop angular models of the reflection 
and emission of radiation from clouds and Earth surfaces 
(References 4, 5, 6, and 7). 
The sensor array may be divided into three general categories: 
(1) Solar Sensing Channels 
(2) Fixed Wide-Field Earth Sensing Channels 
(3) Scanning Channels 
The first operational science data were available from November 
16, 1978. The spacecraft and the ERB fixed channels are 
ope rat i n gat the time 0 f t his wr i tin g • In 0 r d e r to ma k e the ERB 
data meaningful, the following decisions were made by the NET 
members: 
• The Nimbus-7 ERB data year starts on the first day of 
November of each year. The first data year starts on 
November 1, 1978. 
2 
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• Since the complete data were not available for the first 
month of the first year, December 1978 is considered the 
first month for monthly and seasonal products. The first 
ERB cycle begins on Decffinber 1, 1978. 
• Ar chi va b 1 e d a taw i I I be a va i I a b leo n I y s tar tin gin 
December 1978.* 
• Nimbus Week-1 starts on October 29, 1978. 
The main purpose of the SEFDT program discussed in this document 
is to produce a tape containing the solar data and the wide angle 
terrestrial flux data only, i.e., no scanning channel data. A 
short description of the solar and wide field sensors (channels) 
wi 11 be gi ven here. 
Solar Channels 
The incoming solar radiation is measured by ten channels. Since 
the solar array faces forward on the spacecraft, the solar 
measurements are made as the satellite traverses the terminator 
over the Southern Hemisphere just before it starts its trip 
northward on the Sun-lit side of the Earth. The characteristics 
of the solar sensors are given in Table 1.1. The spectral range 
oft h e f i 1 t ere d c han n e I s are shown sup e r imp 0 sed 0 nth e 1971 NAS A 
Standard Curve of Extraterrestrial Solar Spectral Irradiance in 
Figure 1.1. The major measurement for Earth Radiation Budget 
studies is that of the total solar irradiance sometimes called 
the "Solar Constants". On Nimbus-7, the ERB has two total 
i rradi ance channels, Channel 3 and Channel 10C. The latter is a 
s elf - c a lib rat i n g c a v i t y p y r h eli om e t e r • The r e was nom a t chi n g 
channe I aboard Nimbus-6; Channel 10C replaced Channel IDS which 
was a low ultraviolet channel. The spectral channels were 
included in the ERB complement mainly to yield broad band, but 
reliable, spectral information which may help resolve the 
di fferences in the existing (conflicting) extraterrestrial solar 
spectral curves and also to identify spectral regions of solar 
variability in the visible and near-ultraviolet. 
*MAT, MATRIX, and SEFDT; however, are available for November, 
1978. For SAVER, TABLES, and ~T, data start in December, 1978. 
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CHANNEL 
NUMBER 
1 s (b) 
2s(b) 
3s 
4s 
5s 
6s 
7s 
Bs 
9s 
lOs 
1 Oc (c) 
NOTES: (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
TABLE 1.1 
ERB Nimbus Solar Sensing Channels(a) 
THERMOPILE 
SPECTRAL BAND (gm} FILTER TYPE(d) 
0.200 
-
3.B Suprasil W Fused N3 
-
Fl at 
Silica 
0.200 
-
3.8 Suprasi1 W Fused N3 
-
F1 at 
Silica 
<0.200 - >50.0 None N3 
-
Fl at 
0.526 - 2.B OG530 N3 - Fl at 
0.69B - 2.B RG695 N3 - Fl at 
0.395 - 0.50B Interference Fil ter N3 - Fl at 
0.344 
-
0.460 Interference Filter N3 - Fl at 
0.300 
-
0.410 Interference Filter N3 
-
Fl at 
0.275 - 0.360 Interference Filter K2 - Fl at 
0.252 
-
0.324 Interference Filter K2 
-
Fl at 
<0.200 - >50.0 None HF - Cavity 
All channels have a 100 full response field of view and 
maximum field of 260 : Solar measurement is about three 
minutes in each orbit centered on the satellite crossing 
of the Southern Terminator. Channels 3s of both Nimbus-6 
and Nimbus-7, and Channel 10c of Nimbus-7 are total 
radiation (solar constant) channels. 
Channels 1s and 2s are redundant: Channel 15 is a reference 
channel which is normally shuttered. 
Channel 10c is a self-calibrating cavity channel which is 
on Nimbus-7 only: Channel lOs is a UV channel on Nimbus-6 
only. 
(d) All are types of Eppley wire wound thermopiles. 
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FIGURE 1. 1 
Spectral Intervals Monitored by the ERB Solar Channels (With 1971 NASA Standard 
Extralcrrestrial Solar Curve) 
Fixed Wide-Angle FOV Channels 
The Earth-emitted infrared radiation and Earth-reflected solar 
radi at ion are measured in fixed, Wide-angle Fields of View (WFOV) 
sensors. The four sensors have unencumbered Fields of View of 
121 degrees and maximum fields of 133.3 degrees. From the 
N i m bus - 7 0 r bit a I tit u d e 0 f 95 5 km the Ear t h sub ten d san an g leo f 
120.8 degrees. 
The measurements taken by these channels provide a direct measure 
of the terrestrial flux passing through a unit-area at satellite 
a I tit u de. Ani n t e g rat ion 0 f the s e me as u r eme n t s 0 v e r the en t ire 
globe, together with the solar constant observations, provides a 
measure of the net radiation balance for the Earth-atmosphere 
system. In principle, the accuracy of this measurement should be 
compromised only by the diurnal sampling restrictions of the 
Nimbus sun-synchronous orbit. Measurements of the radiation flux 
reflected in the shortwave region (0.2 ~m to 3.8 ~m), in addition 
to those of the total earth radiation flux (0.2 ~m to >50 ~m), 
per mit s epa rat ion 0 f the p I a net a r y a I bed 0 and Ion gw a v e flu x 
components of the observed net radiation flux. 
Channel 14 (WFOV) and Channel 5 (solar) measure radiation in the 
0.698 ~m to 2.8 ~m interval enabling the planetary albedo to be 
defined for the spectral subregions <0.695 ~m and >0.695 ~m. 
These two spectral regions separate the total backscattered 
radiation into the molecular-plus-aerosol contribution and the 
aerosol-dominant spectral contribution. This separation was made 
to assist in studying the contribution of aerosols to any 
detectable variations of the Earth's planetary albedo. 
The c h a rae t e r i s tic s 0 f the WFOV c han n e I s are de pic ted i n Tab I e 
1. 2. 
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TABLE 1.2 
Characteristics of ERB Fixed Wide-Angle FOV Channels 
IRRADIANCE APPROXIMATE AMPLI FlED NOISE 
RANGE NON-AMPLI FlED OPERATIONAL EQUIVALENT 
WAVELENGTH LIMITS ANTI CI PATED SIGNAL OUTPUT SENSITIVlP IRRADIANCE 
CHANNEL (llm) . FILTER .. (W!n:-~) _ (mV) {BITS/Wm- l {Wm-2) 
11 <0.2 to >50 None -200 to +600 -2.1 to 7.6 1 .707 6.55 x 10-2 
12* <0.2 to >50 None -200 to +600 -2.1 to 7.6 1 .707 6.55 x 10-3 
13 0.2 to 3.8 2 Suprasil W o to 450 o to 5.7 2.276 6.55 x 10-3 
Hemispheres 
14 0.695 to 2.8 RG695 o to 250 o to 3.2 4.096 6.65 x 10-3 
Hem is pheres 
Between 2 
Suprasil W 
Hemi spheres 
NOTES: *Channels 11 and 12 are redundant channels. Channel 11 has black painted baffles and is used 
for in-flight calibration of Channel 12. Channel 12 has polished aluminum baffles similar 
to those on Nimbus-6. 
• All channels have Type N3 thermopile sensors. 
• All channels have an unencumbered FOV of 121 degrees and a maximum FOV of 133.3 degrees. 
Channel 12 has an additional FOV selection of 89.4 degrees unencumbered, 112.4 degrees 
maximum. 
• Output of these channels is a 3.8-second integral of the instaneous readings. 
1.3 SEFDT DATA PROCESSING SYSTBM 
The ERB Level II processing scenario is illustrated in Figure 
1.2. The MAT tapes used as inputs to SEFDT processing are dai ly 
pro d u c t s (c 0 n t a i n i n g d a t a ani y for tho sed a y son wh i c h ERB i s 
ON). These tapes contain calibrated and raw digital data values 
for all c han n e 1 s, P 1 u s h au s eke e pin g d a t a s u c has temp era t u res, 
attitude, and DSAS data. Further details on the I"v1O.T product are 
given in References 8 and 9. 
The firs t step in SEFDT processing is performed by the DELSPIKE 
pro g ram. T his pro g ram per for m sap rep roc e s sin g s t e p wh ere 
spikes in the Earth flux data are removed. DELSPIKE creates a 
pseudo-MAT on which major frames containing Earth flux irradiance 
spikes are flagged as data quality losses. The pseudo-MAT is a 
temporary tape used only in the production of SEFDT. DELSPIKE 
was integrated into the processing system at the start of 
production of Year-4 SEFDT. 
A post-processing step is performed by the SEFDTFIX program. 
This program recalibrates the Earth flux irradiances by adding 
DELMAT offsets (see Reference 10). SEFDTFIX also implements the 
Channel 13 CAT. These corrections account for thermal response 
of the ERB sensors as well as long term degradation effects. 
Both of these corrections are discussed in more detail in 
References 11 and 12. The SEFDTFIX product replaces the SEFDT 
product in archive (SEFDT products are archived as they are 
pro d u c e din or de r toe x p e d i t e s h i pme n t 0 f h i g h qua lit y ERB sol a r 
data to the scientific community). 
Users of SEFDT products may distinguish between the "solar" 
S E F D T san d the S E F D T F I X pro d u c t bye x am i n i n g the NOP SSt and a r d 
Header Fi Ie. SEFDTFIX products are clearly labelled as such in 
the NOPS Standard Header. 
1.4 RELATED PRODUCTS AND DOCUMENTS 
As di scussed in the previous subsection, SEFDTs are produced from 
MATs. MATRIX is another monthly product also produced from ~Ts, 
but the MA T R I X man t h s don 0 t n e c e s s a r i 1 y co inc ide wit h c a len dar 
m 0 nth s • The fir s t day oft he cal end a r mo nth c a inc ide s wit h the 
first day of the MATRIX, but the last day of ~TRIX might run 
into the next calendar month depending on when the last day of 
the six - day c y c 1 e end s • MA T R I X con t a ins d ail y, six - day, and 
monthly world grids of data, and polar stereographic map matrices 
of derived parameters. These tapes are utilized in generating 
the contoured map microfilm displays. For further detail see 
References 11 and 12. 
The TABLES and ZMT program accepts MATRIX and SEFDT tapes as 
i n put top rod u c e the TABLE San d ZMT tap e s • TABLE S tap e con t a ins 
data for production of all ERB tables and microfilm. For further 
detai Is see Reference 13. This program also produces Zonal Means 
Tape (ZMT) which contains, in computer-compatible format, the 
tabular listings of solar irradiances, zonally averaged 
8 
, 
insolation, longitudinal and latitudinal averages of Earth Flux, 
Al bedo, and Ne t Rad i at i on. The contents of TABLES and ZMT are 
identical and are described in Reference 13. 
SAVER is output from the program SAVER. This contains seasonally 
(3 m 0 nth s) a v era g e d d a tad e r i v e d from ~ TR I X tap e s • The de t ail s 
on this product are given in Reference 14. 
All these products are available from NSSDC as described in 
Appendix B. 
8-a 
-----Archive 
r--------- ---------
DELSPIKE DELMAT CH13CAT 
---------- --------, 
DELSPIKE 
SEFDT 
MATRIX 
----Archive 
SEFDTFIX 
Archive----
SAVER 
ZMT/TABLES 
----Archive 
FIGURE 1.2. Processing Scenario of SEFDT 
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SECTION 2. DESCRIPTION OF SEFDT DATA 
In this section a short description of the origin on SEFDT data 
and pro c e s sin g a I gar i t hm i s g i v en. InS u b sec t ion 2. 1 a rig ina f 
data is described, and in Subsection 2.2 algorithm description is 
given. 
2.1 ORIGIN OF SEFDT DATA 
As described in Section 1, the input data to the SEFDT program 
are from MATs. The intent of the MAT was to archive raw data in 
co un t s as weI I as i n eng i nee r i n gun its. Howe v e r, at the time 
MATs were produced the in-flight behavior of instruments were not 
completely understood. In producing the subsequent products such 
as SEFDT and MATRIX, some of the known anomalies and errors have 
been corrected. So far as solar channel data are concerned the 
S E F D T has use d m u chi mp r a v e d a I gar i t hm c amp are d tot hat use din 
MAT. For WFOV data, however, one may use MATRIX or SEFDT 
depending on requirements. The following are the main 
differences between MAT, MATRIX, an9 SEFDT data: 
Differences Between MAT and SEFDT Data 
(1) The algorithm used for the determination of minimum 
solar elevation were different in MATGEN and SEFDT. In 
MATGEN, the predicted southern terminator time is to be 
the tim e for min i mum s a I are I e vat ion. InS E FD T, a s 
described in Subsection 2.2, the Channel 5 counts are 
e x ami ned for a sad dIe poi n tan d the cor res pan din g time 
is recorded as the time of minimum solar elevation 
(T 0) • 
(2) The irradiances in MAT from Channels 11 - 14 (Earth 
Fluxes) are calibrated but calibrations are not 
adjusted, whereas in SEFDT calibrations have been 
adjusted to take into account the instruments behavior. 
(3) The S a I a r d a t a a n S E F D T h a v e bee n lim i t checked as 
described in Section 2. 
( 4) MA T ret a ins a I I d a t a wh e the r or not qua lit Y f I a gsa r e 
set • S E F D T h as r e j ec ted a I I d a t a for w h i c h the VIP 
quality flags have been set. 
(5) An offset value of 84 counts was used for Channel 9 at 
time TO-13 in MATGEN which has not been used in 
SEFDT. Furthermore, in MATGEN the TO.:!:,13 values were 
taken only from TO-13 whereas in SEFDT it was taken 
as average of TO.:!:,13. 
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6) The solar channel sensitivity correction factors used 
in SEFDT are more up to date than those used in MATGEN. 
(7) The channel 10C irradiance was corrected by a factor 
.998 in SEFDT (see Subsection 4.2) which was not done 
in MATGEN. 
( 8) The temperature (refer to Eq. 2.2.1(1)) for Channel 10C 
was 0 for MATGEN and 22 0 C for SEFDT. 
( 9) C han n ell 0 C C 0 e f f i c i e n tAwas • 0 0 0 0 7 2 i n MA TGEN and 
0.000524 in SEFDT. 
(10 ) Channel 
in SEFDT. 
10C sensitivity S 
v 
was 1 in MATGEN and 1.3013 
Differences Between MATRIX and SEFDT Data 
(1) The WFOV data in SEFDT are not corrected for the 
sat ell i tea 1 tit u dew her e a sin MA T R I X , the i n v e r s e 
square factor is applied to reduce all flux densities 
to a common 15Km altitude, troposphere level. 
(2) Limi t checking on 'NFOV data were done before accepting 
on MATRIX, not done in SEFDT. 
( 3) 0 a tad uri n g Sun b 1 i pre j e c ted i n MA TR I X , not inS EFD T. 
The MATRIX rejects WFOV data at: Satellite Sunrise 99 
degrees ~ SZA ~ 123 degrees and Satellite Sunset 
102 degrees < SZA < 123 degrees, although the 
Sun b lip ism 0 st 0 b v io u s for 11 3 de g r e e s ~ SZA ~ 121 
degrees. Careful study and computations indicate 
s cat t ere d sol a r r ad i at ion i s the d om ina n t con t rib u tor 
to the WFOV signals for 100 degrees ~ SZA ~ 113 
degrees. 
2.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM 
In this section a brief description of the SEFDT algorithm is 
presented. For MATGEN and MATRIX algorithms one should see 
References 8 and 11, respectively. 
2.2.1 Net Solar Irradiance Algorithm 
STEP 1: Compute the Temperature Sensitivity Correction Factor 
A 
S(T) = Sv ( 1 + A (T - L) ) 2.2.1(1) 
Channel sensitivity in a vacuum at 25 0 C 
(22 oC f2r Channel 10C only) in counts per 
Watts/m • 
Temperature sensitivity at 25 0 C (22 oC for 
Channel 10C only) in per °C. 
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T Temperature in Centigrade 
L Reference Temperature: 
Channels 1-9: 2S oC 
Channel 10C: 22 0 C 
Table 2.1 contains the values of S and A that are 
used in SEFDT. v 
STEP 2: Compute the Uncorrected Net Solar Irradiance 
STEP 3: 
Vo 
V 
V 
+ 
R = [ Vo - 1/2 (V + V ) ] / SeT) 
+ 
2.2.1(2) 
-
Solar Channel Detector Output in Counts at 
TO 
-
Solar Channel Detector Output in Counts at 
TO-13 
- Solar Channel Detector Output in Counts at 
TO+13 
S (T) 
- Temperature Sensitivity Correction Factor 
Adjustment of Channel 10C for Reflectance. (Note: 
This correction is applied to Channel 10C only). 
R10C = U10C * 0.998 
U10C = Unadjusted Channel 10C Net Solar Irradiance 
R10C = Adjusted Channel 10C Net Solar Irradiance 
COvfVENT: At this point, all the net solar'irradiances must be 
corrected for Sun-Earth distance. 
STEP 4: Correction of Net Solar Irradiance for Sun-Earth 
Distance 
NSR 2 = R * RSE 
R - Uncorrected Net Solar Irradiance 
12 
RSE - Instantaneous Sun-Earth Distance in Astronomical 
un its. Note that the average Sun-Earth di stance 
in astronomical units is 1.0. 
NSR is·the 
wi II appear 
final corrected Net Solar Irradiance that 
in the SEFDT Solar Orbital Summary Records. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Channel Coefficients 
CHANNEL 5 A 
-v 
! 1 1. 299 0.0007 
2 1. 275 0.0008 
3 1. 214 0.0008 
4 1. 719 0.0007 
5 2.424 0.0006 
6 6.931 0.0007 
7 9.588 0.0003 
8 12.715 -0.0004 
9 30.170 -0.0011 
10 1. 3013 0.000524 
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2.2.2 Determination of the Time of Minimum Solar Elevation 
!.o 
The time 0 f min i mum sol are I e vat ion i s de fin edt 0 bet her e I at i ve 
minimum of the ChannelS counts for each orbit as illustrated 
be low: 
ChannelS 
Counts 
TO Time 
The time of minimum solar elevation was labelled TO for all of 
the ten solar channels. 
The algorithm for determining TO was a 3-step process: 
1) Search the ChannelS counts for the orbit and tabulate 
the occurrence of counts between 1000 and 2000. 
2) Find, in the table, the smallest count value occurring 
more than four times (occurring n times). 
3) TO is the time associated with the median of the 
possible smallest count values 
smallest count value occurs 8 
(n/2). (i.e., if the 
times, TO will be the 
time associated with the fourth occurrence). 
If no, time of minimum solar elevation was found, TO was set to 
the southern terminator time for selection of solar data records. 
2.2.3 Validation Procedure for Orbital Summary Records 
2.2.3.1. Valid TO 
If TO was set to the southern terminator time (see above), 
the nth e 0 r bit a I s umm a r y r e cor d for the 0 r bit has the f 0 I 1 ow i n g 
data set to a fill value (-10,000): 
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a) Hours/Minutes 
b) Seconds 
c) Thermopile Base Temperatures 
d) Mean Counts 
e) Channels 1 through 10 Net Irradiances 
If no solar data is avai lable at time TO' TO-13 minutes, or 
at TO+13 minutes, then no solar data records are written to 
tap e and a g a i nth e 0 r bit a 1 summa r y r e cor dis f ill e d (e x c e p t for 
the orbit number, record number, and southern terminator time). 
2.2.3.2. Valid Thermopile Base Temperature (TBT) 
The rmop i 1 e Base Temperatures (TBT) were checked before they were 
s t rip p e d fro m pre 1 i min a r y sol a r d a tar e cor d s t 0 be sur e the y me t 
the following criteria: 
a) 10 degrees ~ T ~ 30 degrees C. 
b) Consecutive temperatures at TO and TO + 16 seconds 
were within 2 degrees C. 
o the r w i s e, T B Twa sse 1 e c ted from the c los est sol a r d a tar e cor d 
where the criteria was met. Each channel was tested 
independently to verify that all met the criteria. If both 
c r i t e ria we r e not met for a c han n e 1 e x ami ned bet we e n T 0 and 
TO + 12 MF, the TBT was set to -10,000. 
If the TBT for a solar data channel was set to a fill value, the 
net sol a r i r r ad ian c e for t hat c han n e 1 wa sal s 0 set to a f ill 
value (-10,000). 
2.2.3.3. Valid Mean Counts 
Limi t checking was done after the mean counts were computed for 
each channel at times TO - 13, TO' and TO + 13. 
Before 
TO-13, 
the mea nco u n t s we r e c omp ute d, the 9 val u e s sur r 0 U n din g 
TO' or TO+13 were checked to verify that each value 
fell within the minimum/maximum limits in Table 2.2. Any count 
val u est hat f ell 0 u t sid e the 1 i mit s we r e not inc 1 u d e din the me an 
averages. If fewer than 4 valid points were found for a channel 
at the testing time, the mean counts were set to -10,000. 
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TABLE 2.2 
Solar Data Count Limits 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
CHANNEL T -13 a TO TO+13 TO-13 TO TO+13 
1 
- 12 1200 - 12 12 2000 12 
2 - 10 1000 - 10 10 2000 10 
3 - 20 1000 - 20 10 2000 10 
4 
- 15 1000 - 15 10 2000 10 
5 
- 15 1000 - 15 10 2000 10 
6 
- 35 800 - 35 15 1800 35 
7 - 35 800 - 35 20 2000 40 
8 
- 70 500 - 70 40 1800 60 
9 -120 1000 -120 50 2044 70 
10 
- 30 1200 - 30 5 2044 5 
If any of the three mean counts for a channel were invalid 
(-10,000), the irradiance for that channel was set to -10,000. 
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2.2.4 Channels 11 through 14 Irradiance Corrections Algorithm 
2.2.4.1 Correcting Channels 11, 12, and 14 Irradiances 
Channels 11, 12, and 14 irradiances were corrected for channel 
degradat i on by applying the SLOPE and INTERCEPT values contained 
in the Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT) residing on each tv'AT. 
The con s tan t s we rea p p lie d reg a r dIe s s 0 f wh e the r the e I e c t ron i c 
calibration was ON or OFF as follows: 
I =M*I +B c u 
I - Corrected Irradiance 
c 
I - Uncorrected Irradiance 
u 
M - Slope 
B - Intercept 
2.2.4.2 Correcting Channel 13 Irradiances 
Channel 13 irradiances were corrected for degradation and in 
orbi t sensor behavior by applying the SLOPE and INTERCEPT values 
contained in the Channel 13 Calibration Adjustment Table 
(CH13CAT), which consists of values as a function of day and 
solar zenith angle (-100 to +100). 
Determination of the sign of the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) was as 
f 0 I lows: 
• 1ft h e MA T S Z A i s I e sst han 0 r e qua Ito 90 de g r e e san d 
the I a tit u d e min u s dec lin at ion i s neg a t i ve, the S ZA i s 
negative. If it is positive, the SZA is positive • 
• If the MAT SZA is greater than 90 degrees and the 
latitude plus declination is negative, the SZA is 
negative. If it is positive, the SZA is positive. 
In addition, any MAT SZA greater than 100 (-100) degrees was 
assigned the correction factors appropriate for 100 degrees (or 
-100 degrees). 
The con s tan t s w ere a p p lie d reg a r dIe s s 0 f wh e the r the e I e c t ron i c 
calibration was ON or OFF as illustrated in the formula above. 
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SECTION 3. DATA VALIDATION RESULTS 
In Section 3, a description of the data quality checks (GC) will 
be given. The results of this GC for Year-1 will be described 
briefly. The details of the quality control results will be 
included in Volume II of the SEFDT Data User's Guide. 
3.1 THE IT8MS CHECKED IN THE GC 
The following items are checked in the GC program: 
• NOPS Tape Standard Header 
• Sequencing of Logical and Physical Records 
• Logical Record Identification Numbers 
• Physical Record Length 
• Number of Logical Records in a Physical Record (should be 
less than 66) 
• CAT Fi Ie 
• Missing or Duplicate Frames 
• Orbit/Day Numbers 
• TDF 
• Tape Read Errors 
• Limit Checks for Alpha angle, Beta angle, Latitude, and 
Longitude 
• Limit Checks for Temperatures 
• Limit Checks for Calibrated Earth Fluxes, Solar Counts, 
and Mean Solar Irradiances 
Limits for which different channels are checked are depicted in 
Tables 2.2. 
Fur the r, i n t ern a 1 can sis ten c y c h e c k s are don e for the fa 1 1 ow i n g : 
• The times TO~13 and TO 
• Te s t T 0 a g a ins t time of Mid die So 1 a r Fr arne and aga ins t 
time of Southern Terminator 
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Reasonableness checks are also made as follows: 
(1) Lat i tude band averages are computed for ascending and 
descending parts 'of the orbits for: 
• Channel 12 - Channel 13 
• Channel 12 
• Channe 1 13 
• Channe 1 14 
(2) Global averages are computed for the above. 
(3) Channel 11 and Channel 12 irradiances are compared for 
periods when both are open. 
( 4 ) D ail y mea n sol a r i r r a d ian c e s are c omp are d wit h known 
degradation/recovery pattern. 
Other items checked by EPPLEY Laboratory: 
(1) Ear t h - Sun dis tan c e i s c h e eke d a g a ins t the Ep heme r i s 
value. 
( 2 ) G a mm a a n g 1 e set tin g i s c h e eke d a g a ins t the g r 0 u n d 
station command list document. 
A flow diagram of the program used by EPPLEY Laboratory is 
attached in Appendix D. 
3.2 THE KNOWN GLITCHES IN YEAR-l SEFDT DATA 
Earth Channels 
This subsection describes the glitches in SEFDT data so far. 
W h i 1 e d eta i 1 s w ill a p pea r in Vo I ume I I, a lis t 0 f g 1 i t c he s are 
given here. These are: 
(1) For some months in the first year data, the Channel 13 
Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT) was computed im-
properly with the following minor defects: 
A) The ca 1 i brat i on va lues 
from -15 degrees to 15 
angle were interpolated 
30. 
(slopes and intercepts) 
degrees in solar zenith 
for 31 points instead of 
B) The further effect of the above interpolation was 
that the calibration values for solar zenith 
angles were shifted by one degree up for the 
range 15 degrees - 74 degrees. 
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( 2 ) The e f f e c t 0 f the err 0 r, i I Ius t rat e din I t em 1, i s 
wi thin 0.1% on the SW Earth fluxes. The CAT at the end 
of the SEFDT could either be the old or the new one. 
(3) Due to the erroneous use of engineering coefficients in 
the c a lib rat ion e qua t ion s for the P I at i n um Temp era t u r e 
Mon i tors (PTMs) , some error has been introduced into the 
Channel 11-12 irradiances. 
(4) In the WFOV channel data there is a three-day-on, 
one-day-off cycle effect on Channels 13 and 14. Channel 
12 i s a f f e c ted for 0 n I y a few orb its i mme d i ate I y 
following turn on. 
(5 ) C han n ellIs tat u soc cas ion a I I yin d i cat e s OP EN for ve r y 
s h art per i ods oft i me (0 n e 0 r two ma jar frame s) • On 
the sea c cas ion s, the C han n e I 11 i r r ad i an c e s show ve r y 
poor agreement with those for Channel 12. 
(6) Due to software problem, some Earth Flux data have 
been passed to SEFDT even if the VIP Quality Loss Flags 
were set to 1. This problem may affect data up to 
August, 1980. 
Solar Channels 
( 1 ) The rem a y be fewer sol a r d a tar e cor d s for some 0 r bit s 
due to data gaps. 
(2) A software error occasionally caused a value of -4062 to 
be given to orbital summary parameters which were 
act u a I I Y z e r 0 • Nos 0 1 a r i r r a d ian c e s we rea f f e c ted. 
This problem was corrected prior to the production of 
Year-2 SEFDT. 
(3) The VIP data quality flags were not used to reject data 
for some months. 
( 4 ) Due t 0 d a tag a p s for s 0 m e 0 r bit s, the c omp ute d sol a r 
peak value at TO or TO~13 may be in error. 
( 5 ) D uri n g the Min i mum Sol arE I e vat ion, the sol a r a z i mu t h 
angles and the zenith angles are sometimes equal. 
However, this has no impact on the data. 
(6) There might be mismatch of orbits between MAT and SEFDT 
because for some months, in the first year, the MATs 
were regenerated to add more orbits after SEFDTs were 
generated. 
(7) For some days in the first year data set, the solar 
azimuth and zenith angles coming from DSAS are beyond + 
180 degrees I imi t. The zeni th angles are due to-
round-off error and are in the vicinity of +180 
degrees, but the azimuth angles may sometimes be very 
high. However, the irradiances do not depend on these 
angles. 
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(8) The angle between the pointing vector of the solar 
channel assembly and the sun defines the off-axis angle. 
The y angle is commanded to keep the off-axis angle less 
t han O. 5 d e g r e e • 5 ome time s tho ugh, ope rat ion a I I y the r e 
were deviations from this. The SEFDT Data Validation 
documents (to be published as Volume II of this 
doc u men t) wi I I lis t a I lor bit s wh ere the 0 f f - a xis an g I e s 
exceed 0.5 degree. 
(9) The solar channels exhibited a degradation and recovery 
cycle in Year-l which has been explained in the paper in 
Reference 14. 
(10) Occasionally the ECAL makes the solar data look like a ~ 
step function and the MSE algorithm cannot find solar 
peaks. This problem was corrected for data beyond 
October, 1980. 
(11) Sometimes due to missing data in solar peaks, the peak 
values are misleading. 
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SECTION 4. LIMITATIONS OF DATA 
4.1 EST IMA.T IQ\J OF .ACCLRACY 
Solar Channels: 
The stated accuracy of any thermopile based radiometers is 
u sua I I Y bas e don c amp a r i son wit has tan dar d • A I I oft he sen s a r s 
included in this discussion are thermopiles. However, one is a 
self-calibrating cavity radiometer. That is, Channel 10C. Its 
accuracy is based on its in-flight electrical calibration and the 
,. d e r i v e d val u e s . a fit sin s t rum e n t can s tan t s g e n era I I Y t e rme d 
"Characterization". The major derived quantity is the "non-
e qui val e n c e" w h i c h rei ate s tot he s i g n a I me as u red for a g i v en 
r a d ian t power tot hat for a set e I e c t ric a I p owe r dis sip ate din 
the calibration heater. If there are no changes in absorbtivity 
as a result of exposure to the space environment, then the 
in-flight electrical calibration, together with the derived 
ins t rum e n t can s tan t s, set the a c cur a c y lim i t for the ma jar 
measurement - the total solar irradiance. Our preflight analysis 
set the estimated accuracy at better than 0.5%. In-flight 
calibrations through September, 1982 (almost 4 years after 
I au n c h) are h a I din g s tea d y at the res a I uti a n lim ito f + 0 • 026%. 
These calibrations are calculated from realtime output of-Channel 
10C and not from processed data such as the SEFDT discussed here. 
Analys is of the flight data has allowed refinement of the Channel 
10C temperatures coefficient as noted earlier. 
All the other solar channels rely on preflight calibration data 
t a a b t a i nth ere sui t s g i v en in the SEFDT. The irs tab iii t Y is 
checked relative to an electrical calibration of the electronics 
( not the sen s or) and r ad i am e t ric a I I y the i r per forma n c e ma y be 
checked by compar i son wi th Channel 10C and wi th each other in a 
relative sense. The pre-flight accuracy and precision estimates 
for the various channels have been published earlier (Reference 
1 6) and are g i v e n i n Tab leI • 1 • Howe ve r, some log i c mu s t be 
employed in translating these preflight estimates to the actual 
flight conditions. Among the criteria are: 
(1) A temperature coefficient cannot change sign. 
(2) A spectral channel cannot yield a change greater than 
that in the total radiation unless it is compensated in 
another spectral channel in the opposite sense. 
(3) There is not enough energy in the wavelength region 
below the range of the solar channels to account for 
large changes in the total. 
(4) The channels must acquire the sun, on-axis, to yield a 
meaningful result. 
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(5) Degradation and recovery phenomena have been experienced 
by the channels having optical fi lters (see Predmore et 
al Reference 12). 
( 6 ) L a r g e c han g e sin the s a I a r r ad i a t ion i nth e ERB sen sin g 
regions would have been discovered by other means -
possibly even by earthbound sensors. 
(7) The in-flight radiometric calibration of Channels 1,2, 
and 3 v e r sus Ch ann ell DC iss u per i art a any cal i bra t ion 
which could have been performed prior to launch. 
(8) The results of other solar experiments, and the 
phenomena described by other solar indices may be 
can sid ere din ass e s sin g the va ria b iii t Y f au n din the ERB 
results. 
(9) The angular response functions of channels other than 
10C, must be considered in the selection of the on-sun 
tim e • C han n e 1 5 has bee n c h 0 sen a s the sol a r ali g nm en t 
indicator because it suffers the least degradation of 
those channels which have the proper angular response 
function. 
Thus, the preflight calibrations of the filtered solar channels 
may be employed to assess the accuracy of the values measured 
short ly after launch, but beyond that, careful reasoning must be 
employed to assess radiometric accuracy. 
I tis i n t ere s tin g tad i s c u sst he ad e qua c y oft he pre 1 au n c h 
calibrations of the main ERB solar channels (1, 2, and 3) other 
t han 1 0 C sin c e i t rei ate s tot her eli a b iii t y oft heN i mb u s - 6 
measurements. It is also of interest to discuss the stability 
of: (1) Channel I which is normally shuttered, and (2) Channel 3 
whi ch has no fi Iters. Volume II, SEFDT Data Validation Document, 
includes discussions of these topics for the first year's data. 
Channel 3 on Nimbus-6 had returned values believed to be about 
1.8% too high for the solar constant, although carefully 
c a lib rat e d a g a ins t c a v i t y r ad i am e t e r son the g r au n d • C han n e 1 3 
on Nimbus-7 also returned values which were high relative to 
Channel IOC. However, Channels 1 and 2 have exhibited remarkable 
accuracy for fi Itered channels. Whi Ie Channel 2 degrades, 
Channel I retains its agreement with Channell0Cwhen it is' 
opened for periodic calibration orbits. 
Wide Field of View Channels: 
The W F 0 V C han n e I s 11, 1 2 , an d 14 h a v e shown 1 itt 1 e de g r ad a t ion 
t h r 0 ugh 0 u t the i r fir s t two yea r sin 0 r bit, wh i Ie Ch ann e I 13 
degraded about 3% during the first four months and little 
the rea f t e r • Ad jus t men t f act a r s h a v e bee nap p 1 i edt a r em a vet h e 
degradation. A comparison of the results from two years on 
Nimbus-6 WFOV with those from Nimbus-7 show that on the average 
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the longwave fluxes differ about 3% while the albedos differ by a 
1 i tt Ie over 1%. Studies of the absolute accuracy are currently 
being investigated and wi 11 be added later as an appendix to this 
document. 
4. 2 GENERAL PROBLEMS 
Solar Channels: 
It was found that a reflection phenomenon was present in the 
Channel 10C data that was not identified during ground testing. 
This required that the calculated irradiance be lowered by 0.2% 
(multiplied by 0.998). This has been applied to data on SEFDT. 
The fi Iter channels all suffered a rapid degradation and a later 
recovery making it very difficult to assess the data in the 
December, 1978 through March, 1979 time frame. 
When t he of f- a xis angle is greater than 1. 1 degree, there i s an 
apparent drop-off of Channel 10C and enhancement of Channel 3 
signals. The mechanism was not identified during ground testing. 
It applies only to negative values of off-axis angle and is 
apparent ly caused by some spacecraft component or material not 
present during the ground testing. 
When the off-axis angle approaches 1 degree, the on-sun 
identification using ChannelS becomes difficult because the 
saddle shape of the angular response function becomes distorted. 
For some orbi ts there appears to be anomalies which pertain to 
only one or two channels. These are easily identified as 
out 1 iers for regression analysis and should be discarded. Orbits 
which have been identified are listed in the Volume II - SEFDT 
Data Validation Document. 
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APPENDIX A. 
SEFDT Tape Specification 
A-I 
• 
NIMBUS-7 
NIMBUS OBSERVATION PROCESSING SYSTEM (NOPS) 
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT #NG-15 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) EXPERIMENT 
SOLAR AND EARTH FLUX DATA TAPE 
ERB SEFDT TAPE SPECIFICATION NO. T13402l 
VERSION H02M/H03B 
JUNE, 1984 
Revised For: 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Revised By: 
Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation 
5809 Annapolis Road, Suite 414 
Hyattsville, Maryland 20784 
Contract No. NAS5-26773 
Document No. SASC-T-5-5077-008-84 
A-2 
,. 
NIMBUS-7 
NIMBUS OBSERVATION PROCESSING SYSTEM (NOPS) 
REVISED BY: 
REVIEWED BY: 
APPROVED BY: 
REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT #NG-IS 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) EXPERIMENT 
SOLAR AND EARTH FLUX DATA TAPE 
ERB SEFDT TAPE SPECIFICATION NO. T13402l 
VERSION H02M/H03B 
JUNE, 1984 
~~ -~---------- --------------Mr. Sheldon T. Nutter/SASC (06/05/84) 
D~h~!a~~T\~-------.- ----.-----n)67os/s:n 
SASC/ERB ProJect Manager 
_~.~ R-P / ~/ .~'~,' --C~ -Mr~ i.ooft~owiIn=------------ -- -'---«>676s7s4T 
SASC/NOPS Program Manager 
Revised For: 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Revised By: 
Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation 
5809 Annapolis Road, Suite 414 
Hyattsville, Maryland 20784 
Contract No. NASS-26773 
Document No. SASC-T-S-S077-008-84 
A-3 
REVISION G: 01/26/82 (KMS) 
All formats have been revised. The old specifications should be 
disregarded. 
REVISION H: 09/16/82 (SNR) 
(1) Channel 13 CAT reformatted. The current Channel 13 CAT file 
contains last file flags and last record flags which were 
not present earlier. 
(2) Under Earth Flux Logical Record Format, clarifications are 
made as to how Channels 11 through 14 digital counts are 
actually arranged. 
(3) Under Solar Data Logical Records, corrections are made in 
the Channels 1 through 10 data mean counts. 
(1) Section V was revised to eliminate redundant descriptions of 
the standard header records. 
(2) Descriptions of the data, CAT, and Channel 13 CAT files are 
now included under Section VI. 
A-4 
ABSTRACT 
The ERB-SEFDT tape will be a 9-track, 1600 BPI tape containing 
five files. It will be generated on the SACC/GSFC IBM 3081 
computer. 
The first file will contain a NOPS Standard Header written twice. 
~ The second file will accommodate up to thirty-one days' worth of 
Solar and Earth Flux Data stripped from the ERB Master ~rchive 
Tapes (MAT's). There will be five different types of logical 
records. The Earth Flux record will contain two VIP Major Frames 
(MF's) of data. The two separate solar records will contain one 
VIP MF of data per record. The irradiance calibration constant 
record will specify what calibration constants were used to 
compute solar irradiances. The solar orbital summary record will 
be the last record within an orbit block. 
The third file contains a Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT) 
containing information on the calibration constants followed by 
an End of File (EOF) mark. 
The fourth file contains a.Channel 13 CAT followed by an EOF 
mark. This table contains information on the Channel 13 
calibration constants as a function of time and Solar Zenith 
Angle (SZA). 
The fifth and final file contains the Trailing Documentation File 
(TDF) followed by a double BOF mark. 
The data orbit will begin on the Descending Node (DN) of the 
satellite. The end of an orbit occurs when a solar summary 
record is read. All logical records within File 2 are the same 
length - 240 bytes. 
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I. REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION 
ERB SEFDT Tape Specification Number T13402l. 
II. INPUT DATA SOURCE 
ERB MAT Tape Specification Number T13408l. 
III. OPERATING MODE 
The SEFDT program will generate the tape monthly. The tape will 
have five files: one for the standard headers, one for the data 
records, one for the calibration adjustment table (CAT), one for 
the Channel 13 Cll.T, and one for the trailing documentation file 
(TDF) • 
IV. GROSS FORMAT 
--------
The gross format is as shown below: 
STD I STD E SEFDT I SEFDT I I LAST E CAT 
R 0 PHYREC R PHYREC R ... R SEFDT 0 
HDR G HDR F 1 G 2 G G PHYREC F TABLE 
LA-
File 1 File 2 - DATA FILE File 3 
One Calendar Month's Data 
Number of records will vary ~ith number of orbits/month 
where maximum month = 31 days. 
Channel 13 E T I T I I T E E 
0 D R D R ... R D 0 0 CAT F F G F G G F F F 
File 4 File 5 
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V. STANDARD HEADER SPECIFICATION AND TAPE DOCUMENTATION 
V.l GENERAL 
All computer compatible tapes (CCTs) that are used as interfaces 
within NOPS require some form of identification. This applies to 
all CCTs that are currently defined by a NOPS tape specification, 
and that are also used for distribution or archiving purposes. 
In addition to defining a "latest" product, data relating to 
previous products that went into the making of the "latest" 
product provides useful information when system problems occur. , 
The purpose of this section is to describe a system that allows 
the recording of the genealogy of a "latest" product, and in 
general, adheres to ex\sting tape documentation standards. 
In brief, the system consists of the following: 
(1) The NOPS standard header (STD HDR) file remains as defined 
previously, with minor modifications to the standard header 
record that reflect both the existence of a TDF and 
adherence to the IPD standard for sequence numbers. 
(2) A documentation file that consists of a string of physical 
record8 follows the data on any tape defined by a current 
NOPS tape specification. This will be referred to as a TDF 
and will be the last file on a tape when it exists. 
The following sections define the NOPS standard header records 
and file, and the TDF. 
V.2 STANDARD HEADER RECORD (SHR) FORMAT 
The STD HDR will contain the following: 
Two identical records (physical) of 630 characters (eight bits 
each) followed by an end-of-file (EOF). 
The first 126 characters of the first record will consist of (see 
Figure V-I): 
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*NIMBUS-7 bNOPS bSPECbNObT 
loptional l 
XXXXXX (6-digit spec number)2 
bSQbNOb 
ADXXXXX (5-digit sequence number)3 
1- 24 Characters) 
25- 30 Characters) 
31- 37 Characters) 
38- 44 Characters) 
NOTE: If sequence number is zero, the tape is not a finished 
product (i.e., definitive ephemeris not used, artificial VIP 
data, etc.). 
r-redo character 
-x (copy number 1 or 2) 
bYYYYb (4-character subsystem ID) 
YYYY (Generation Facility ID) 
bTObYYYY (4-character Destination 
Facility ID) 
(start year, day of year, hours, minutes, 
bTOb19XXbDDDbHHMMSSb 
(end data and time of data) 
45- 46 Characters) 
47- 52 Characters) 
53- 56 Characters) 
57- 64 Characters) 
65- 87 Characters) 
seconds) 
88-106 Characters) 
GENb19XXbDDDbHHMMSS b (107-126 Characters) 
(date and time tape was generated) 
The second logical record, consisting of 126 characters, will 
contain information that is required to complete the history of 
the product. 
lCharacter 1 will contain an asterisk (*) and serve to notify 
all sytems that a TDF is likely to follow the main data files 
and that the next logical record contains information relevant 
to complete identification. 
2See Table V-I for a detailed description of the NOPS 
specification codes. 
3 see Table V-2 for a description of the NOPS sequence numbering 
scheme. 
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CHARACTERS 1- 12 = Software program name and version number. 
CHARACTERS 13- 18 = Program documentation reference number, if 
it exists. 
CHARACTERS 20-126 = User defined comments that may be more 
relevant to the user than the preceding 
ones. 
The third, fourth, and fifth groups of 126 characters each are 
intended for the use of the Subsystem Analysts for further 
identifications of their data. They may contain blanks, EBCDIC, 
BDC, or binary characters or zeros. However, in the case of 
CZCS, these logical records are used to define the genealogy of 
the image rather than the method of V.3. 
The second record in the file is a duplicate of the first record 
for redundancy. 
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1 
8 
9 
10 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
29 
36 
42 
84 
126 
168 
210 
FIGURE V-I. Standard Header (Physical Record Format) 
(1 Character = 8 Bits) 
MSB LSB 
24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 1 
l:IMBUS-7bNOPSb SPECbNObT 
IF TDF EXISTS (24 CHARACTERS) 
SPECIFICATION NUMBER (6 DIGITS) 
bSQbNOb ( 7 CHARACTERS) 
PDFC CODE ( 2 CHARACTERS) 
5-DIGIT SEQUENCE NUMBER - YJJJN ( 5 CHARACTERS) 
*FOR CZCS, THESE CHARACTERS 
(40-45) ARE A 6-DIGIT SEQUENCE 
NUMBER (INCLUDES REDO) REDO 
CHARACTER 
I-CHARACTER TAPE COPY NUl-mER BLANK CHARACTER 
SUBSYSTEM LD. ( 4 CHARACTERS) 
BLANK CHARACTER SOURCE FACILITY 
( 4 CHARACTERS) 
BLANK 
CHARACTER 
BLANK 
(T) CHARACTER (0) CHARACTER CHARACTER 
DESTINATION FACILITY 1.D. ( 4 CHARACTERS) 
START YEAR, DAY, HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS 
bSTARTb19XXbDDDbHHMMSSb (23 CHARACTERS) 
END DATE AND TIME OF DATA 
TOb 19XXbDDDb HHMMSSb (19 CHARACTERS) 
*SOME FACILITIES MAY NOT INCLUDE END TIME IN HEADER 
I 
DATE AND TIME TAPE WAS GENERATED 
GENb 19XXb DDDb HHMMSSb (20 CHARACTERS) 
SOFTWARE PROGRAM NAME (1-12 ) 
DOCUMENTATION (13-18) 
COMMENTS (19-126) BLANK (126 CHARACTERS) 
BLANK (126 CHARACTERS) 
BLANK (126 CHARACTERS) 
BLANK (126 CHARACTERS) 
EBCDIC TAPE FORMAT 
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192 
408 
696 
1008 
2016 
3024 
4032 
5040 
T 
Tapes: 
X 
1 = ERB 
2 = SMMR 
3 = THIR 
4 = SAM2 
5 = LIMS 
6 = SBUV 
7 = CZCS 
8 = SAMS 
9 = ILT 
X 
TABLE V-1. 
X X X x 
I 
Tape Description: 
1 = 9-track 1600 
BPI 
2 = 9-track 800 
BPI 
3 = 7-track 800 
BPI 
4 = 7-track 556 
BPI 
5 = HDT (IPD) 
6 = 9-track 6250 
BPI 
Tape Number in Sequence 
for Subsystem (Code to be 
Derived) 
Destination Facility: 
1 = NOC (Pre-NOPS) 
2 = MDHS (NOPS) 
3 = SACC 
4 = IPD 
5 = LaRC 
6 = NCAR 
7 = NOAA 
8 = OXFD 
9 = LANN 
Source Facility: 
Same Code as Destination Facility 
A 6-digit number prefixed with a T to denote TAPE will 
be used. 
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TABLE V-2. 
NOPS Sequence Number Specification 
CHARACTER 40 
CHARACTERS 41-43: 
CHARACTER 44 
CHARACTER 45 
CHARACTER 47 
The last digit of the year in which the data 
were acquired. 
Julian day of the year in which the data were 
acquired. 
Sequence number for this particular product 
(usually a 1) (e.g., CLOTs will have a 1 and 
2, as there are two products per day). 
The existing hyphen remains unless there is a 
remake of the tape for any reason. In this 
case, an ascending alpha character will 
replace the hyphen, and the most recent 
reasons for remake will be recorded in 
Logical Record 4 of the header. 
This will remain as a blank unless it is 
needed to remove ambiguities in CHARACTER 40. 
This may occur if data are being acquired on 
october 24, 1988. 
NOTE: For CZCS, Characters 40 through 45 are a 6-digit 
sequence number. 
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The ERB PDFC codes are as defined in Table V-3. 
EXAMPLE: An ERB MATRIX tape covering the month of February 1979 
is generated by'SACC and sent to IPD for production of 
contour maps on 35mm microfilm. The NOPS standard 
header file on the tape that IPD receives would contain 
two of the following records: 
*NIMBUS-7bNOPSbSPECbNObT134031bSQbNOb 
AA9032l-2bERBbbSACCbTObIPDbbSTARTb1979b 
032b000432bTOb1979b059b235742bGENb 
1979bl04 b094S00 bfollowed by 504 blanks 
First day of time period may not be first data day in the event 
of multi-day stacked products that are based in an ILT week. 
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TABLE V-3. 
ERB PDF Codes 
TAPE ID PDF DATA TYPE 
MAT AC MTAC 
SEFDT AD SEAD 
MATRIX AA MAAA 
DELMAT AJ DEAJ 
SAVER AI SEAl 
TABLES AB TAAB 
ZMT AE ZMAE 
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V.3 TRAILING DOCUMENTATION FILE (TDF) 
The TDF will consist of all NOPS standard header records (non-
duplicated) that relate to products that have gone into the 
making of the current product. Documentation records will be 
sequenced in accordance with their access; that is, first in is 
the first recorded. Every TDF is 630 bytes in length. 
The first record of this file will serve to identify the file as 
a TDF. This will be accomplished by placing asterisks in 
CHARACTERS 1 through 10 followed by NOPS TRAILING DOCUMENTATION 
FILE FOR TAPE PRODUCT T [SPEC NO (six digits)] GENERATED ON DDD 
HH MM. Th e exact spacing of this comment is noncritical as long 
as it is less than 116 characters. The second physical record 
will be a repeat of the header file NOPS standard header record 
for this type with the proviso that data referring to the'end 
time are correct for the data set. Following physical records 
will be an accumulation of TDFs of all input tapes. For those 
products that require more than one tape, the TDF will appear on 
the last tape only as well as the warning asterisk. 
V.4 TAPE DUPLICATION 
It has been determined that the duplication of master tapes is 
neither time nor cost effective; thus, the requirement of 
duplication implied in the preceding specification is rescinded. 
However, some tapes that require a great deal of effort to 
produce in terms of manpower and computer time should be 
duplicated. 
If a redo is required due to tape errors or algorithm changes, 
th i s will be noted bot h on the CCT (HEADER C-45) and on the 
canister. 
V.5 SHIPPING LETTERS 
IPD will include a shipping letter with every tape distributed. 
The shipping letter will be printed directly from the first 126 
(or 138) characters of the first physical record of the standard 
header file (SHF). I n the event of copies made from CCTs that 
are not generated in IPD, a new physical record reflecting IPD as 
the source and the Nimbus experimenter to whom the tape is being 
sent as the destination, will be added as the second record of 
th~ TDF. All existing records in the TDF will be pushed down, 
but none will be lost. This record should also replace those in 
the SHF. 
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VI. DATA FILE 
The data file will contain one month's worth of solar and earth 
flux data. All data are right justified, l6-bit integers unless 
otherwise stated. 
Within the file, there will be five types of logical records: 
(1) Type 21 - Earth Flux Logical Record 
( 2) Type 22 - Solar Data Logical Record #1 (Chann'els 1-5) 
( 3 ) Type 23 - Solar Data Logical Record #2 (Channels 6-10) 
( 4 ) Type 24 - Solar Orbital Summary Record 
( 5) Type 25 - Irradiance Calibration Constant Record 
The first logical record of any orbit will be an earth flux 
record. After all the earth flux records for that orbit will 
corne 110 solar data records in the following order: 
(1) Two each of Types 22 and 23 records centered at TO-13 
minutes. 
(2) Fifty each of Types 22 and 23 records centered at TO 
minutes (25 frames on either side of the frame that includes 
TO for a total of 51 frames). 
(3) Two each of Types 22 and 23 records centered at TO+13 
minutes. 
The records will be interleaved (i.e., for each VIP major frame 
time, a Type 22 record will appear first followed by a Type 23 
record) . 
The solar orbital summary record is the very last logical record 
of an orbi t block. The next logical record will therefore begin 
a new orbit data block. 
The time TO is the time of the minimum solar elevation (MSE) 
with respect to the ERB instrument as determined by Channel 5 
data only. This time is the reference for extracting data from 
the other solar channels. 
Th~ irradiance calibration constant record will be the last 
record in the data file. This record will contain information 
regarding the computation of solar irradiances. 
Some addi t i onal information is inserted into the physical record 
after it has been filled with 66 logical data records. There is 
a 16-bit word givirig the number ('N') of solar orbital summary 
records in this physical record. Following this word, there are 
'N' 16 - bi t words giving the numbers of the logical records which 
contain solar orbital summary records. 
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There are 240-16N spare bits following the 66th logical record 
which are zero filled. These bits are used to fill out the 
physical record to a size which can be read on any 24-, 32-, or 
36-bit machine. Also included is a 16-bit lis complement add 
checksum word which can be used for checking the hardware that 
processes the data. 
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15876 
7938 
3969 
DATA FILE 
GROSS PHYSICAL RECORD 
8-bit bytes 
2-byte words 
4-byte words 
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DATA FILE GROSS PHYSICAL RECORD FORMAT 
Up to sixty-six logical records can appear in a physical record. 
Sixty 4-byte (8 bits/byte) words are needed for each logical 
record. 
(1) Logical Record 
Each logical record requires 240 bytes within the physical 
record. Data file physical records will contain Record 
Types 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
(2) Spares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
(3) Number of Solar Orbital Summar~ogical Records (16 
bits) 
The number of solar orbital summary records contained 
within the specified physical record. There can be a 
maximum of fifteen summary records per physical record. 
(4) Solar Orbital Summar~ogical Record Numbers 
The logical record numbers of any solar orbital summary 
records appearing within the specified physical record. 
(5) Checksum 
This is a 16-bit lis complement checksum. The checksum 
will use all words except the last, where the checksum will 
be placed. Each word is added together and checked for 
overflow. Any overflow is added back into the least 
significant side of the summation word. The final summa-
tion is the checksum. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
I 
18 
19 
I 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
1 
60 
EARTH FLUX LOGICAL RECORD 
PHYSICAL RECORD SPARES FILE RECORD LOGICAL 
NO. CONT ID RECORD NO. 
PHYSICAL RECORD NO. RECORD ID 
LOGICAL RECORD NO. ALGORITHM ID 
CALIBRATION SET NO. ORBIT NO. 
YEAR DAY OF YEAR 
GMT HOURS/MIN GMT SEC 
SOLAR AZIMUTH SOLAR ZENITH 
Sic SUBLATITUDE SIC SUBLONGITUDF. 
INSTRUMENT STATUS WORD SIC ALTITUDE 
TIME SINCE ERB TURN ON 
CH 11-14 IRRADIANCES 4 SAMPLES/CHANNEL IN CHANNEL ORDER 
CH 11-14 DIGITAL COUNTS 4 SAMPLES/CHANNEL IN CHANNEL ORDER 
CH 11-14 THERMOPILE BASE TEMPERATURES 
CH 11-14 MODULE TEHPERATURES 
CH 11 SHUTTER TEMPERATURE CH 12 SHUTTER TEMPERATURE 
CH 12 FOV STOP TEHPERATURE SPARES 
WORDS 5 ~ 32 INCLUSIVE REPEATED FOR NEXT VIP MAJOR FRAME 
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EARTH FLUX LOGICAL RECORD FORMAT 
The reference time associated with all the information below is 
the beginning of the VIP major frame, unless otherwise stated. 
(1) Physical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record count will start at 1 and will 
increment by 1 for each physical record in a data file. 
( 2) ~are (4 bits) 
These bits are zero filled. 
(3) File Continuation (2 bits) 
-----------------
The MSB will be set to 1 if that record is the last one 
written in the file. The LSB will be set to 1 on all 
records contained in the last file on the tape. 
(4) Record Identification (6 bits) 
Identifies the record type. For earth flux records, the 
record ID is 21. 
(5) Lo~ical Record Number (8 bits) 
The logical record count will start at 1 at the beginning 
of a physical record and will increment by 1 for each 
logical record actually placed within the physical record. 
(6) Physical Record Number 
Same as Item 1. 
(7) Record Identification 
Same as Item 2. 
(8) Logical Record Number 
Same as Item 5. 
SEFDT program version number. 
(10) Calibration Set Number 
Identifies the calibration data used in computing solar 
irradiances. 
(11) Orbit Number 
Data orbit number. 
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(12) Year 
4-Digit year number. 
(13) Day of Year 
GMT day number. 
(14) GMT Hours/Minutes 
GMT hours*lOO+minutes of the start of data for this VIP 
major frame. 
(15) GMT Seconds 
GMT seconds of the start of data for this VIP major frame 
(0-59). 
(16) Solar Azimuth 
Solar azimuth angle at the subsatellite point in degrees 
(-ISO to +lSO), scaled by 10. 
(17) Solar Zenith 
Solar zenith angle at the subsatellite point in degrees (0 
to ISO), scaled by 10. 
(IS) sic Subsatellite Latitude 
Geodetic latitude at the subsat,ellite point in degrees (-90 
sou t h to + 9 0 north), scaled by 100. The reference time is 
two seconds into the start of the major frame. 
(19) sic Subsatellite Longitude 
Geodetic longitude at the subsatellite point in degrees 
(-ISO west to +lSO east), scaled by 100. The reference 
time is two seconds into the start of the major frame. 
(20) Instrument Status Word 
Sixteen bits converted to a decimal number and interpreted 
as follows: 
Units Decimal Digit 
(indicates position of scanhead) 
0 = scan mode 
1 = nadir position 
2 = space position 
3 = LW check position 
4 = SW check position 
9 = transition mode 
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Tens Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of shutters, Channels 1, 11, and 12) 
o = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 OPEN 
1 = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 CLOSED 
2 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 OPEN 
3 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 CLOSED 
9 = status unknown 
Hundreds Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of Channel 12 FOV) 
o = Channel 12 FOV wide 
1 = Channel 12 FOV narrow 
9 = status unknown 
Thousands Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of electronic calibration and GO/NO GO 
heater) 
o = GO/NOGO heater OFF, electronic calibration OFF 
1 = GO/NOGO heater OFF, electronic calibration ON 
2 = GO/NOGO heater ON, electronic calibration OFF 
9 = status unknown 
(21) sic Altitude 
The sic altitude in km scaled by 1000. The reference time 
is two seconds into the start of the major frame. 
(22) Time Since ERB Turn On 
Time, in seconds, from the ERB instrument being turned on, 
to the beginning of the major frame. 
(23) Channels 11 through 14 Irradiances 
Four irradiances each for Channels 11 and 12 (0-12000), 
four irradiances for Channels 13 (0-9000), and four 
irradiances for Channel 14 (0-5000), all scaled by 10. 
(24) Channels 11 through 14 Digital Counts 
Earth flux channels detector output in counts with four 
samples per channel. The channels are grouped together and 
then time ordered. 
(25) Channels 11 through 14 Thermopile Base Temperatures 
Instrument temperatures in centigrade measured with a 
thermistor and scaled by 10. 
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(26) Channels 11 through 14 Module Temperatures 
Module temperature in centigrade measured with a thermistor 
and scaled by 10. 
(27) Channel 11 Shutter Temperature 
Channel 11 shutter temperature in centigrade measured with 
a thermistor and scaled by 10. 
(28) Channel 12 Shutter Temperature 
Channel 12 shutter temperature in centigrade measured with 
a thermistor and scaled by 10. 
(29) Channel 12 FOV Stop Temperature 
Channel 12 FOV stop temperature in centigrade measured with 
a thermistor and scaled by 10. 
(30) Spares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
(31) Second VIP Major Frame 
Items 12 through 30 are repeated to the next VIP major 
frame. These correspond to Words 5 through 32. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 
15 
16 
! 
55 
56 
1 
60 
SOLAR DATA LOGICAL RECORDS 
PHYSICAL RECORD FILE RECORD LOGICAL 
NO. SPARES CONT ID RECORD NO. 
PHYSICAL RECORD NO. RECORD ID 
LOGICAL RECORD NO. ALGORITHM ID 
CALIBRATION SET NO. ORBIT NO. 
YEAR DAY OF YEAR 
GMT HOURS/MIN GMT SEC 
SOLAR AZHmTH SOLAR ELEVATION 
SOLAR RIGHT'ASCENSION SOLAR DECLINATION 
ISW GAMMA ANGLE 
SUN-EARTH DISTANCE 
THERMOPILE BASE TEMPERATURES 
DIGITAL COUNTS CH 1-5 OR CH 6-10 
MISCELLANEOUS SOLAR ASSEHBLY TEMPERATURES 
SPARES 
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SOLAR DATA LOGICAL RECORDS 
The reference time associated with all the information below is 
the beginning of the VIP major frame unless otherwise stated: 
(1) Ph~ical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record count will start at 1 and will 
increment by 1 for each physical record in a data file. 
(2) £E~re (4 bits) 
These bits are zero filled. 
(3) File Continuation (2 bits) 
The MSB will be set to 1 if that record is the last one 
written in the file. The LSB will be set to 1 on all 
records contained in the last file on the tape. 
(4) Record Identification (6 bits) 
Identifies the record type. For solar data record #1, the 
record ID is· 22. For solar data record #2, the record ID 
is 23. 
(5) Logical Record Number (8 bits) 
The logical record count will start at 1 at the beginning 
of a physical record and will increment by 1 for each 
logical record actually placed within the physical record. 
(6) Physical Record Number 
Same as Item 1. 
(7) Record Identification 
Same as Item 2. 
(8) Logical Record Number 
Same as Item 5. 
(9) Algorithm Identification 
SEFDT program version number. 
(10) Calibration Set Number 
Identifies the calibration data used in computing fluxes. 
(11) Orbit Number 
Data orbit number. 
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(12) Year 
4-Digit year number. 
(13) Day of Year 
GMT day number. 
(14) GMT Hours/Minutes 
GMT hours*lOO+minutes of the start of data for this VIP 
major frame. 
(15) GMT Seconds 
GMT seconds of the start of data for this VIP major frame 
(0-59). 
(16) Solar Azimuth 
Az i mu t h of the su n re 1 at ive to the sic axes from the ERB 
ILT. Value is in degrees (-180 to +180), scaled by 10. 
This is the DSAS beta angle. The reference time is seven 
seconds into the start of the major frame (i.e., the time 
associated with the 8th sample). 
(17) Solar Elevation 
Elevation of the sun relative to the sic axes from the ERB 
ILT. Value is in degrees (-180 to +180), scaled by 10. 
Th is is the DSAS alpha angle. The reference time is seven 
seconds into the start of the major frame (i.e., the time 
associated with the 8th sample). 
(18) Solar Right Ascension 
Right ascension of the sun in degrees (-180 to +180), 
scaled by 100 and taken from the ERB ILT ephemeris data. 
The reference time is two seconds into the start of the 
major frame. 
(19) Solar Declination 
Declination of the sun in degrees (-90 to +90), scaled by 
100 and taken from the ERB ILT ephemeris data. 
(20) Instrument Status Word 
Sixteen bits converted to a decimal number and interpreted 
as follows: 
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Units Decimal Digit 
(indicates position of scanhead) 
0 = scan mode 
1 = nadir position 
2 = space position 
3 = LW check position 
4 = SW check position 
9 = transition mode 
Tens Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of shutters, Channels 1, 11, and 12) 
o = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 OPEN 
1 = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 CLOSED 
2 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 OPEN 
3 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 CLOSED 
9 = status unknown 
Hundreds Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of Channel 12 FOV) 
o = Channel 12 FOV wide 
1 = Channel 12 FOV narrow 
9 = status unknown 
Thousands Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of electronic calibration and GO/NOGO 
heater) 
o = GO/NOGO heater OFF, electronic calibration OFF 
1 = GO/NOGO heater OFF, electronic calibration ON 
2 = GO/NOGO heater ON, electronic calibration OFF 
9 = status unknown 
(21) Spares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
(22) Gamma Angle 
The solar channel subassembly position at the middle of the 
major frame. 
(23) Sun-Earth Distance 
The Sun-Earth distance in astonomical units scaled by 
10000. 
A-3Q 
(24) !hermopile Base Temperatures 
Thermistor temperatures in centigrade for Channels 1 
through 10 with a scale factor of 10. 
(25) Digital Counts 
The sixteen l6-bit samples for each channel are given in 
channel number order with time increasing in each channel's 
group. For example: 
Channel 1 Group 
51,52,53,54,55,56, ... 516 
TO' T+l, T+2, T+3, T+4, T+S, ... T+15 seconds 
Channel 2 Group 
51, 52, 53, S4, 55, 56, ..• S16 
TO' T+l, T+2, T+3, T+4, T+S, .•. T+15 seconds 
where 
5x = sample number 
TO = time of earliest sample in major frame 
Solar data record #1 contains the data for Channels 1 
through 5, and solar data record #2 contains the data for 
Channels 6 through 10. 
(26) Solar Assembly Temperatures 
Miscellaneous solar assembly temperatures in the following 
order: 
1 Channel 15 Module Temperature 
2 Channel 2S Module Temperature 
3 Channel 35 Module Temperature 
4 Channel 65 Module Temperature 
5 Channel 95 Module Temperature 
6 Channel lOS Module Temperature 
7 Solar Channel Assembly, Top 
8 50lar Channel Assembly, Bottom 
9 50lar Assembly Drive Motor Temperature 
(27) §£ares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
! 
15 
16 
! 
30 
31 
1 
35 
36 
37 
~ 
60 
SOLAR ORBITAL SUMMARY RECORD 
PHYSICAL RECORD FILE RECORD LOGICAL 
NO. SPARES CONT ID RECORD NO. 
PHYSICAL RECORD NO. RECORD ID 
LOGICAL RECORD NO. ALGORlTHM ID 
CALIBRATION SET NO. ORBIT NO. 
YEAR DAY OF YEAR 
GMT HOURS/MIN GMT SEC 
SOLAR AZIMUTH SOLAR ELEVATION 
SOLAR RIGHT ASCENSION SOLAR DECLINATION 
ISW GAMMA ANGLE 
SUN-EARTH DISTANCE 
THERMOPILE BASE TEMPERATURES 
MEAN COUNTS CH 1-10 T -13 
o ' 
TO, T +13 
0 
NET SOLAR IRRADIANCES CHS 1-10 
SOUTHERN TEIDUNATOR HOURS/MIN SOUTHERN TERHINATOR SEC 
SPARES 
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SOL~R ORBITAL SUMMARY RECORD 
The reference time for all the information below is T - the 
time of the minimum solar elevation with respect to ghe ERB 
instrument as determined from ChannelS. 
(1) Physical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record count will start at 1 and will 
increment by 1 for each physical record in a data file. 
(2) ~E~re (4 bits) 
These bits are zero filled. 
(3) File Continuation (2 bits) 
The MSB will be set to 1 if that record is the last one 
written in the file. The LSB will be set to I on all 
records contained in the last file on the tape. 
(4) Record Identification (6 bits) 
Identifies the record type. 
records, the record ID is 24. 
(5) Logical Record Number (8 bits) 
For solar orbital summary 
The logical record count will start at 1 at the beginning 
of a physical record and will increment by I for each 
logical record actually placed within the physical record. 
(6) Physical Record Number 
Same as Item 1. 
(7) Record Identification 
Same as Item 2. 
(8) Logical Record Number 
Same as Item 5. 
(9) Algorithm Identification 
SEFDT program version number. 
(10) Calibration Set Number 
Identifies the calibration data used in computing fluxes. 
Data orbit number. 
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-. 
(12) Year 
4-Digit year number. 
(13) Day of Year 
GMT day number. 
(14) GMT Hours/Minutes 
GMT hours*lOO+minutes of Channel 5 TO. 
(15) GMT Seconds 
GMT seconds of Channel 5 TO. 
(16) Solar Azimuth 
Azimuth of the sun relative to the sic axes from the ERB 
ILT. Value is in degrees (-180 to +180), scaled by 10. 
This is the DSAS beta angle. 
(17) Solar Elevation 
Elevation of the sun relative to the S/C"axes from the ERB 
ILT. value is in degrees (-180 to +180), scaled by 10. 
This is the DSAS alpha angle. 
(18) Solar Right Ascension 
Right ascension of the sun in degrees (0 to +360), scaled 
by 100 and taken from the ERB ILT ephemeris data. The 
reference time is two seconds into the start of the major 
frame containing the Channel 5 TO. 
(19) Solar Declination 
Declination of the sun in degrees (-90 to +90), scaled by 
100 and taken from the ERB ILT ephemeris data. 
(20) Instrument Status Word 
Determined from VIP major frame containing Channel 5 TO' 
units Decimal Digit 
(indicates positioQ of scanhead) 
0 = scan mode 
1 = nadir position 
2 = space position 
3 = LW check position 
4 = SW check position 
q 
= transition mode 
A-34 
Tens Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of shutters, Channels 1, 11, and 12) 
o = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 OPEN 
1 = reference channels CLOSED, Channel 12 CLOSED 
2 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 OPEN 
3 = reference channels OPEN, Channel 12 CLOSED 
9 = status unknown 
Hundreds Decimal Digit 
(indicates status of Channel 12 FOV) 
o = Channel 12 FOV wide 
1 = Channel 12 FOV narrow 
9 = status unknown 
Thousands Decimal D~!~ 
(indicates status of electronic calibration and GO/NOGO 
heater) 
o = GO/NOGO heater OFF, electronic calibration OFF' 
1 = GO/NO GO heater OFF, electronic calibration ON 
2 = GO/NOGO ·heater ON, electronic calibration OFF 
9 = status unknown 
(21) Spares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
(22) Gamma Angle 
The solar channel subassembly position at the middle of the 
major frame containing TO. 
(23) sun-Earth Distance 
The Sun-Earth distance in astonomical units scaled by 
100,000. 
(24) ThermQPile Base Temperatures 
Thermistor temperatures in centigrade for Channels 1 
through 10 with a scale factor of 10. 
(25) Channels 1 through 10 Mean Counts 
The mean value in counts for each channel. Values within 
each channel set are centered at times T O-13, TO' and TO+13 minutes where TO is the time of the MSE 
determined from Channel 5. Nine points are used in 
computing the average. The order the data appears within 
the record is as follows: 
A-35 
Channel 1 Group 
TO-13, TO' TO+13 minutes 
Channel 2 Group 
Channel 10 Group 
TO-13, TO' TO+13 minutes 
(26) Net Solar Irradiance 
The net solar irradiance in w/m 2 for each channel in 
order. The scale factor for Channels 1 through 5 and 10C 
is 10, and the scale factor for Channels Q through 9 is 
100. 
An explanation of the formulas used to compute the net 
solar irradiance is given in Section 2.2. 
(27) Time at Southern Terminator 
GMT hours*lOO+minutes of southern terminator crossing. 
(28) Time at Southern Terminator 
GMT seconds of southern terminator crossing. 
(29) ~ares 
These 96 spare bytes will be zero filled. 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
14 
15 
j 
24 
25 
1 
60 
IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION DATA RECORD 
PHYSICAL RECORD FILE RECORD LOGICAL 
NO. SPARES CONT ID RECORD NO. 
PHYSICAL RECORD NO. RECORD ID 
LOGICAL RECORD NO. ALGORITHM ID 
CALIBRATION SET NO. SPARE 
CHANNEL SENSITIVITY IN VACUUM AT 25° C 
CH 1-10 
CHANNEL SENSITIVITY TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FACTOR 
CH 1-10 
SPARES 
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IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION DATA RECORD 
(1) Ph~ical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record count will start at 1 and will 
increment by 1 for each physical record in a data file. 
(2) ~are (4 bits) 
These bits are zero filled. 
(3) File Continuation (2 bits) 
The MSB will be set to 1 if that record is the last one 
written in the file. The LSB will be set to 1 on all 
records contained in the last file on the tape. 
(4) Record Identification (6 bits) 
Identifies the record type. For calibration records, the 
record ID is 25. 
(5) Logical Record Number (8 bits) 
The logical record count will start at 1 at the beginning 
of a physical record and will increment by 1 for each 
logical record actually placed within the physical record. 
(6) Physical Record Number 
Same as Item 1. 
(7) Record Identification 
Same as Item 2. 
(8) Logical Record Number 
Same as Item 5. 
(9) Algorithm Identification 
SEFDT program version number. 
(10) Calibration Set Number 
Identifies the calibration data used in computing fluxes. 
(11) Spares 
These two spare bytes are zero filled. 
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(12) Channel Sensitivity 
Channel sensitivity in a vacuum at 2S o C (22 o C for 
Channel 10 only) in counts per watts/m 2 . The coeffi-
cients are scaled by 10 4 . These values are stored as 
32-bit integers. See Section 2.2 for more information. 
(13) Temperature Sensitivity 
Temperature sensitivity in a vacuum at 2S o C (22oC for 
Channel 10 only) in per °C. The coefficients appear in 
channel order and are scaled by 10 6 • These values are 
stored as 32-bit integers. See Section 2.2 for more 
information. 
(14) .§Eares 
These 144 spare bytes are zero filled. 
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CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE FILE - GROSS PHYSICAL RECORD FORMAT 
This file will contain one logical record, the calibration 
adjustment table. This record will be 900 bytes (8 bits/byte) 
long. The remainder of the physical record will be zero filled. 
A-40 
1 
225 
226 
CAT FILE GROSS PHYSICAL RECORD 
CALIBRATION ADJUSTHENT TABLE 
SPARES 
3969 L-. ______________________________________________________ ~ 
15876 8-bit bytes 
7938 2-byte words 
3969 4-byte words 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
18 
19 
29 
30 
41 
42 
225 
CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE RECORD FOR}~T 
PHYSICAL RECORD NO. SPARES FILE RECORD LOGICAL 
CONT. LD. RECORD NO. 
START YEAR STP.RT MONTH 
START DAY END YEAR 
END MONTH END DAY 
GENERATION YEAR GENERATION MONTH 
GENERATION DAY SPARES 
CHANNEL ADJUSTMENT SLOPES 
I 
CHANNEL ADJUSTMENT INTERCEPTS 
CHANNEL ADJUSTMENT UNCERTAINTIES 
SPARES 
CHANNEL ADJUST~lliNT TABLE COMMENTS 
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CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE (CAT) 
This record contains a table of suggested adjustments to the ERB 
radiances and irradiances (CAT) for Channels 1 through lOC, 11, 
12, l2N, and 13 through 22. These adjustment factors are 
computed after the MAT has been produced and are added to the 
SEFDT and to the MAT before archiving. The description of the 
constituent items are as follows: 
(1) Physical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record number will be set to 1. There is only 
one physical record in this file. 
(2) Record ID (8 bits) 
Identifies record type in a file, last record in file and 
records in last file on tape. The MSB will be set to 1 if 
that record is the last one written in the file. The 
second most MSB will be set on all records in the last file 
on the tape. The record type will use the 6th LSB of that 
byte to identify the type of record being read. A value of 
26 indicates a CAT record. 
(3) Logical Record Number (8 bits) 
This identifies the logical record within the physical 
record. It will be ~et to 1. 
(4) Start Year (16 bits) 
------
\ 
The units and tens digits of the calendar year of the start 
of the period for which the adjustments apply. 
(5) Start Month (16 bits) 
The month (1-12) of the start of the period for which the 
adjustments apply. 
(6) Start Day (16 bits) 
The day of month of the start of the period for which the 
adjustments apply. 
(7) stop Year (16 bits) 
The units and tens digits of the calendar year of the end 
of the period for which the adjustments apply. 
(8) StoE-Mont~ (16 bits) 
The month (1':'12) of the end of the period for which the 
adjustments apply. 
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(9) stop~ (16 bits) 
The day of month of the end of the period for which the 
adjustments apply. 
(10) Generation Year (16 bits) 
The units and tens digits of the year in which the CAT was 
generated. 
(11) Generation Month (16 bits) 
The month (1-12) in which the CAT was generated. 
(12) Generation Day (16 bits) 
The day of month on which the CAT was generated. 
(13) Spares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
(14) Adjustment Slopes (23 channels x 16 bits = 368 bits) 
The adjustment slopes AI. to be applied to the ERB channel 
radiances: S* = Al S of A2 where S* = corrected channel 
value, S = uncorrected channel value. The slopes are 
stored in the following order: Channels 1 through 10C, 11, 
12, 12N, 13 through 22. The adjustment slopes are stored 
with a scale factor of 1000. 
(15) Adjustment Intercepts (23 channels x 16 bits = 368 bits) 
The adjustment intercepts A2 to be applied to the ERB 
channel radiances: S* = Al S + A2 where S* = corrected 
channel radiance, S = uncorrected channel radiance. The 
intercepts are stored in the following order: Channels 1 
through 10C, 11, 12, 12N, 13 through 22. The adjustment 
intercepts are stored with a scale factor of 10. 
(16) Adjustment Uncertainties (23 channels x 16 bits = 368 
bits) 
The percent uncertainty of the channel values after the 
correction has been applied (scaled by 10). The uncer-
tainties are stored in the following order: Channels 1 
through 10C, 11, 12, l2N, 13 through 22. 
(17) ~ares 
These two spare bytes will be zero filled. 
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(18) Adjustment Comments (32 characters x 23 channels x 8 
bits) 
A comment field of 32 EBCDIC characters for each of the 23 
adjustments above. 
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CHANNEL 13 CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE FILE - GROSS PHYSICAL 
RECORD FORMAT 
Up to nine logical records can appear in a phyiscal record. 404 
4-Byte (8 bi ts/byte) words are needed for each logical record. 
The remainder of the physical record will be zero filled. 
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404 
808 
1212 
1616 
2020 
2424 
2828 
3232 
3636 
3638 
3969 
CH13 CAT 
GROSS PHYSICAL RECORD 
15876 8-bit words 
7938 2-byte words 
3969 4-byte words 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
LOGICAL RECORD 
SPARES 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
CH13CAT LOGICAL RECORD 
1 
PHYSICAL FILE RECORD LOGICAL RECORD SPARES CONT. ID RECORD NUMBER NUMBER 
2 YEAR DAY OF YEAR 
3 
CHANNEL 13 ADJUSTMENT 
SLOPES 
203 
204 
CHANNEL 13 ADJUSTMENT 
Y-INTERCEPTS 
404 
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CHANNEL 13 CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE 
Each record contains a table of adjustments to the ERB Channel 13 
irradiances for the day as a function of solar zenith angle. 
These adjustment factors are interpolated from correction factors 
determined for several days of a year for solar zenith angles 
(90-60, 60-30, 30-0, 0-30, 30-60, and 60-90 degrees). The 
description of the constituent items are as follows: 
(1) Physical Record Number (12 bits) 
The physical record count will start at 1 and will 
increment by 1 for each physical record (CAT) in the file. 
(2) Record ID (8 bits) 
Identifies record type in a file, last record in file and 
records in last file on tape. The MSB will be set to 1 if 
that record is the last one written in the file. The 
second most MSB will be set on all records in the last file 
on the tape. The record type will use the 6th LSB of that 
byte to identify the type of record being read. A value of 
27 indicates a Channel 13 CAT record. 
( 3) Logical Record Number (8 bits) 
The logical record count will start with 1 at the beginning 
of a physical record and will increment by 1 for each 
logical record actually placed within the physical record. 
(4) Year (16 bits) 
The units and tens digits of the calendar year of the start 
of the period for which the adjustments apply. 
(5) Day of Year (16 bits) 
GMT day number of the day of year for which the adjustments 
apply. 
(6) Channel 13 Adjustment Slopes (32 bits) 
--, 
201 Slopes by solar zenith angle (-100 0 to +1000 ). 
(7) Channel 13 Adjustment Y-Intercepts (32 bits) 
20l o Y-intercepts +100 ). 
o by solar zenith angle (-100 to 
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APPENDIX B. 
Data Availability and Cost 
B.l Availability of Data Tapes 
ERB data tapes are archived and available from the National Space 
Sci e n c e C e n t e r ( N S S DC). The N S S DC w ill fur n ish 1 i mit e d 
quantities of data to qualified users without charge. The NSSDC 
may est a b 1 ish a nom ina 1 c h a r g e for pro due t ion and des s em ina t ion 
if a large volume of data is requested. Whenever a charge is 
r e qui red, a cos t est i ma t e w ill be pro v ide d tot he use r p rio r t 0 
filling the data request. 
Domestic requests for data should be addressed to: 
National Space Science Data Center 
Code 601 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
All requests from foreign researchers must be specifically 
addressed to: 
Director, World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites 
Code 601 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
When order ing data from either NSSDC or the World Data Center, a 
use r s h 0 u 1 d s p e c i f Y wh Y the d a t a are nee d ed, the sub j e c t 0 f his 
work, the name of the organization with which he is connected, 
and any g 0 v ern men t con t r act she may h a v e for per form i n g his 
stu d Y • E a c h r e que s t s h 0 u 1 d s p e ci f y the ex per i me n t d a tad e sir ed, 
the time period of interest, plus any other information that 
would facilitate the handling of the data request. 
A user requesting data on magnetic tapes should provide 
additional information concerning the plans for using the data, 
i. e., what computers and operat ing systems wi 11 be used. In thi s 
context, the NSSDC is compiling a library of routines that can 
u n pac k 0 r t ran s for m the con ten t s 0 f ma n y 0 f the d a t a set sin to 
formats that are appropriate for the user's computer. NSSOC will 
provide, upon request, information concerning its services. 
W hen r e que s tin g d a tao n mag net i c tap e , the use r mu s t s p e c i f Y 
whether he will supply new tapes prior to the processing, or 
return the original NSSDC tapes after the data have been copied. 
Data product order forms may be obtained from NSSOC/World Data 
Center A. 
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APPENDIX B. Data Availability and Cost 
(Continued) 
B.2 Documentation 
Documents relating to ERB tapes are available through NSSOC. 
The sed 0 cum e n t s are shown for e a c h pro d u c tin Fig u reI. 2 • 5 orne 
doc urn e n t s are not c omp let e d a t t his time, and 0 the r s are up d ate d 
periodically as new information becomes available. If data is .. 
requested prior to complete documentation being available, it is 
the responsibility of the user to request updates from NSSDC. 
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APPENDIX C. 
Nimbus-7 Year-1 SEFDT Tape Sequence Numbers 
IvONTH SEQUENCE GENERATION DATE 
, 
NOV 78 AD83051-1 82/175 
DEC 78 AD83351-1 82/175 
JAN 79 AD90011-1 82/176 
FEB 79 AD90330-1 82/175 
~ 79 AD90601-1 82/175 
APR 79 AD90911-1 82/175 
tv\A.Y 79 AD91211-1 82/179 
JUN 79 AD91521-1 82/175 
JUL 79 AD91821-1 82/176 
AUG 79 AD92131-1 82/176 
SEP 79 AD92441-1 82/176 
OCT 79 AD92741-1 82/176 
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APPENDIX D. 
Checking Procedure for SEFDT Solar Data at EPPLEY Laboratory 
PRIMARY DATA NIMBUS-7 AUXILIARY DATA OPERATIONAL INFO 
SEFDT, REV. G E~~~N~~~~NG SUB-D MATION ON NIMBUS STATUS 
R-
en 
I.LI STRIP 23 VARIABLES PREVIOUS RESULTS USED TO CHECK 1., c.. 
e( 
I- FROM ORBITAL USED TO ESTABLISH 2.,3.,6.,7.,10., 
3: SUMMARY RECORDS IRRADIANCE LEVELS 11.,12., and 23 0 
I.LI 
z TRENDS, ETC. LIST 
F 
c ~ ~ LIST c c:r:: 
WORD 24=99991 1. ORBIT NO. 
t 2. YEAR 
STACK ON 3. DAY OF YEAR ITRANSFORMED TO MISSION I 
"--- PERMANENT 4. SOLAR AZ. DAY FOR LATER ANALYSES DISK FILE l' 1 5. SOLAR EL. f -y 
6. ISW CALCULATE OFF- CHECK FOR CHECK IF 
7. 0 ANGLE 
-
AXIS ANGLE REASONABLE AZ=El 
VALUE 111 
B. E-S D. MSB l.. ( IF l el>l IF IAZiEl 9. E-S D. LSBS and 
-
en 10. CH3 TEMP PROBABLY A BAD CHOICE 
..... OF SOLAR PEA~ (SEE en r--- 11. CH10C TEMP >- CH5 ANALYSIS 
-I 
e( 12. CH1 IRR + z c:r:: COMBINE AND CHEC~I >- 13. CH2 IRR 
~ ~~ AGAINST EPHEMERIS I.LI 14. CH3 IRR > t a 
:-.J '""L..J ""----u 15. CH4 IRR CALIBRATION ORBIT I.LI 
~ ANALYSIS AND CH2 
c 16. CH5 IRR DEGRADATION ANALYSIS 
z ~ ~ l\-e( 17. CH6 IRR 
z ~ ~ I\- PLOT CHS 3,5,10C IRR a lB. CH7 IRR 
..... I- VS OFF-AXIS ANGLE TO I-I-t ~ ~ DETERMINE ANGULAR e( 19. CHB IRR c EFFECTS 
e( I-t I'---t I\-~ 20. CH9 IRR (.!) 
I.LI 
C I-- 21. CH10C I RR ST 
.......... ..I 
22. HR MIN ST 
23. SEC MISSION DAY 
" ,.I 
PLOTS OF CH3 IRR VS PLOT TO IDENTIFY POSSIBLE BAD 
TEMP AND 10C IRR VS ORBITAL DATA 
TEMPERATURE 
• 
1 
ASSESS TEMPERATURE IDENTIFY OUTLIERS 
CORRECTION 
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PREFftCE 
This document will provide specific details regarding the 
scient ific validity of the Nimbus-7 ERB Solar and Earth Flux Data 
Tapes (SEFDT) to the scientific user. The SEFDT data analysed in 
thi s report covers the period from November 16, 1978 to October 
3 1, 1 9 7 9 • The i n for mat ion g i v en i nth i s doc ume n t wa s c omp i 1 e d 
from various sources, but primari ly through the results of 
checking each SEFDT with the Nimbus-7 ERB SEFDT Science QC (SQC) 
program. An additional source of data were the results of NET 
Member Mr. John Hickey's analysis of the solar data. 
This document will appear as Volume II of the Nimbus-7 ERB SEFDT 
Data User's Guide. When combined with Volume I and the SEFDT 
Tap e S p e c i f i cat ion, i t wi IIp r 0 v ide use r s wit h c omp 1 e t e 
information on use of the Nimbus-7 SEFDT data. 
The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. H. Lee Kyle, Technical 
Monitor, for useful comments and guidance while preparing this 
document. Our thanks are also due to the Science and 
Applications Computing Center (SACC) of Goddard Space Flight 
Center for assistance in data processing. This work was 
supported by the NASA Contract No. NAS5-28063, Task 03. 
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SECTION 1. INTRODLCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE OF SCIENCE QUALITY CONTROL 
Before the Nimbus-7 ERB climate product data sets were archived 
for use by the scientific community, two levels of validation 
were performed by the Nimbus Experiment Team (NET). First, the 
NET val ida ted the sci e n t i f i cpr ace s sin gal gar i t hms emp loy edt a 
pro d u c e the d a t a set s • T his s t e p wa scamp let e d ear I yin 1982. 
Aft e r the a I go r i t hms we rev a lid ate d, the d a t a we res c i en t i f i c a I I y 
val idated to assure that it is physically reasonable and useful 
for sci e n t i f i c res ear c h • T his sec 0 n d val ida t ion s t e p wa s the 
objective of the Science Quality Control (SOC) task. 
The approach employed in the SOC task was to establish criteria 
by which the climate product data sets could be tested for 
reasonableness and scientific validity. These criteria were used 
in the analysis of each monthly Solar and Earth Flux Data Tape 
( S E F D T). Ani m par tan t fun c t ion a f SOC i s the ide n t i f i cat ion, 
definition, and categorization of the exceptions to these 
reasonableness criteria. This document wi 1 I provide that 
function. Problems found in the SOC analysis of the SEFDT will 
be discussed here. An overview of SEFDT problems also appears in 
Vol urn e I 0 f t his doc u men t, the E R B S E F D T D a taU s e r 's Gu ide. 
Known problems in the MO.T Level I data (used as input data to the 
S E F D T pro c e s sin g) are b r i e fly des c rib e din Sub sec t ion 1. 2 below. 
Discussions of the problems found in the SOC analysis of SEFDT 
f a 1 low i nth eat her sec t ion s oft his doc ume n t • Th i sin forma t ion 
should prove helpful to users in the following ways: 
1) Users wi 11 be able to determine Which types of problems 
might impact specific scientific investigations. 
2) Scientific users will be able to determine if they need 
to per form any special processing of the SEFDT data in 
order to work around problems described here. 
1 • 2 S~Y OF KNONN PROBL8v1S CN THE MO. T 
In this subsection, several problems inherent in the Level I MA.T 
d a t a set are dis c u sse d • Th e s e pro b I ems we r e not s c r e en e d from 
SEFDT processing. Users of SEFDT must consider these problems 
for their possible influence on the scientific use of the data. 
For a more detailed discussion of the scientific quality of MA.T 
data see the ERB MA.T Data User's Guide (Reference 1). 
1.2.1 Solar Channel Degradation/Recovery 
Immediately after launch, the ERB solar channels began to 
degrade. All channels, except Channels 1 and 1DC, were affected. 
The u 1 t r a v i ole t c han n e 1 s ( C han n e 1 s 6 t h r aug h 9) we ret he rna s t 
1 
strongly affected. This degradation, and subsequent recovery, 
has been explained in a paper by Predmore, et al (Reference 2). 
The degradation was probably due to deposition of an organic thin 
fi 1m on the ERB instrument optics during spacecraft outgassing. 
The recovery of the solar channels, as explained by Predmore, was 
due to a cleaning action caused by upper atmospheric oxygen ions. 
The rate of cleaning was related to the density of the oxygen 
ions which in turn was related to increased solar activity. The 
o n set 0 f the r e c 0 v e r y 0 f the sol arc han n e I s wa s we 1 1 cor rei ate d 
with the burst of solar activity occurring in January and 
February of 1979. The degradation/recovery is illustrated in ') 
Fig u res 3 - 1 t h r 0 ugh 3 - 9 • Some use r s wi 1 1 fin d i t n e c e s sa r y to 
perform special processing to "unfold" the degradation effects 
fro m the sol a r d a t a • 0 the r s wh 0 ma y be i n t ere s ted i n rei a t i v e 
changes in solar activity on short time scales will not need any 
special processing. 
1.2.2 Degradation of Channel 13 
The Wide Field of View (WFOV) Channel 13 has been shown to 
degrade wi th time at a rate of about 5% over the first year (see 
Ref ere n c e 3). Arno n g the rea son s g i v en for t his de g r a d a t ion are: 
( 1) t h i n f i I m d epa sit ion a s me n t ion e dab a v e, and (2) r ad i a t ion 
damage (aging) of the ERB instrument optical surfaces. A 
recalibration of the Channel 13 irradiances was performed by the 
appl ication of the Channel 13 Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT). 
A m a jar g a a I oft he CAT was to cor r e c t t his de g r a d a t ion. 
Howe v e r, a n a I y sis a f alb e d 0 par ame t e r s from MA. TR I X for Yea r -1 
(see Reference 3) indicates that a degradation persists in the 
Year-1 Channel 13 irradiances after application of the CAT. This 
problem was sti II under study at the time of this writing. 
Subsequent updates to this document will provide users with 
information on how this degradation may be handled. 
1.2.3 ERB Instrument Duty Cycle - Thermal Effects 
D uri n g N i m bus Yea r - 1, the ERB ins t r ume n t wa sop era ted ina one 
day off three days on duty cycle. This duty cycle was imposed 
on ERB by considerations of limited spacecraft power. At 
some time, the duty cycle was different but the important thing 
i s t hat per i 0 d i c a I I y the ERB ins t r ume n t wa s p owe red off. Wh e n 
the instrument was turned on, a warmup period followed where the 
electronics approached an operating temperature. Users of SEFDT 
d a tan e edt abe a war e oft his pro b I em and wi I I pro b a b I Y nee d to 
consider rejecting both solar and Earth flux data taken below 
some temperature threshold (see Subsection 3.2.6). 
I t has bee n poi n ted out (A r dan a u y, Phi lip: "Re po r t tot he ERB 
Processing Team Meeting", June 1982) that following this warmup 
period, the ERB instrument temperature does not remain 
stabilized. The thermal environment of ERB (other sensors, 
mot 0 r s, 0 the rex per i men t s, etc.) c a use s v a ria t ion sin the ERB 
ins t rum e n t tern per a t u r e w h i chi mp act the me as u red i r r ad ian c e s • 
This wi II affect both solar and Earth flux data, but Channel 13 
appears to be the most heavi ly impacted ERB channel. The impact 
to users of the SEFDT data is that the measured irradiances show 
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a cyc I ic behavior which follows the ERB duty cycle. A method has 
been suggested for removing this effect from the Channel 13 and 
14 irradiances. This approach would add a variable offset to 
these irradiances which will force their values at satellite 
midnight to be identically zero. 
Another study (see Reference 4) indicates that the Channel 13 and 
14 irradiances are impacted by thermal transients within the ERB 
instrument. These thermal transients have been shown to be due 
to a time-delayed response to both Long Wave and Short Wave 
heati--ng by the Sun and the WFOV scene. At the time of this 
writing, software was being developed to create a special 
c a lib rat ion tap e ( DELMA T ) w h i c h w ill can t a i n i r r a d ian c e 
corrections for the above effects. 
1.2.4 ERB PTM Coefficient Error 
In the MATGEN program, the set of engineering coefficients were 
use d i \ nth e cal i bra t ion e qua t ion s for the Pia tin um Temp era t u r e 
Moni tors (PTM). The use of these coefficients in place of the 
I abo rat 0 r y c a lib rat ion c 0 e f f i c i e n t s c a use san err 0 r i n ERB 
Channel 11 and 12 irradiances on the SEFDT. However, (see 
Reference 5) the application of the Channel 13 CAT propagates 
this error to all of the Earth flux irradiances on SEFDT. In the 
above reference, the errors induced are estimated to be 
approximately .25% for Channels 11 and 12, and approximately 1.5% 
for Channels 13 and 14. 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF SEFDT DATA FOR YEAR-l 
A brief general description of the SEFDT data set is presented 
her e • T his w ill c a v e r imp 0 r tan t f eat u res 0 f the sol a ran d Ear t h 
flux data quality. 
1.3.1 Solar Data Overview 
There are three areas of solar data quality in the SEFDT Year-l 
data set of which users of the data must be made aware. The most 
important of these is the degradation and recovery of the solar 
channels which dominated the first few months of the Year-l solar 
d a t a • T his e f f e c t wi Iii mp act the use oft he d a t a for sci en t i f i c 
investigations of solar variability over both short and long time 
periods. As mentioned above, some users will wish to remove the 
effects of degradation before processing the solar data. A 
sec 0 n dar e a 0 f sol a r d a t a qua lit y, wh i chi simp 0 r tan t for h i g h 
resolution solar studies, is the problem of solar channel 
assembly misalignment. Periods of misalignment have been defined 
b y H_ i c key ash a v i n gas 0 I arc han n e I 0 f f - a xis an g leg rea t e r t han 
o • 5 d e g r e e (t his i s c 0 v ere din mo red eta iii n a 1 ate r sec t ion) • 
Isolated periods of misalignment occur throughout Year-l but 
three major periods have been found. These are as follows: 
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ivONTH DAYS CRBITS 
November, 1978 321-322 329-351 
December, 1978 
January, 1979 348-8 702-1056 
August, 1979 
September, 1979 225-251 4052-4418 
Not a I lor bit s d uri n g the s e per i 0 d s we rei mp act e d by spa c e c r aft 
misal ignment. Detailed tables later in this document present the 
orb its w h i c h we rea f f e c ted • Sol a r d a tau s e r s ma y r e c 0 v e r the 
precision of the solar orbital irradiances by developing an 
off-axis correction algorithm which may be applied to the 
affected orbits. A third general area of solar data quality of 
importance to the user covers a range of problems (data gaps, 
a I go r i t hm err 0 r, etc.) wh i c h are des c rib e din de t a iii nth e I ate r 
sections of this document. Many of these data glitches are 
amenable to recovery by the user. Data gaps around the solar 
peak are the primary example of an unrecoverable problem. 
1.3.2 Earth Flux Data Overview 
The Ear t h flu x d a tao nth e S E F 0 T h a v e bee n e x am i ned to ass u r e 
cons is tency wi th the MLl.TRIX product. The two products were found 
to show close agreement. Operational constraints were 
e nco u n t ere din t his stu d y w h i c h w i I I be i mp 0 r tan t t 0 use r s 0 f 
S E F 0 TEa r t h flu x d a t a • An i mp 0 r tan t con sid era t ion for use r sis 
the appropriate handling of data rejection for the various data 
acceptabi I i ty criteria as employed in MATRIX processing 
algorithms. This data rejection removes Earth flux data which 
may be contaminated by: 
1) sun blip 
2) data values out of limits 
3) instrument warmup 
4) instrument special calibration modes 
For a discussion of MATRIX processing and data rejection 
a I g 0 r i t h m s, see Ref ere n c e 6. An 0 the r con s t r a i n t wh i c h ma y be 
important to Earth flux users is the scarcity of subsatellite 
poi n t I 0 cat ion d a t a (0 n e sub poi n t I 0 cat ion per Ma j 0 r Frame) 0 n 
the S E F 0 T • S 0 me use r sma y w ish t 0 i n t e r pol ate bet we en Ma j 0 r 
Frames to provide a subsatellite point location for each 
irradiance observation (as is provided on the MLl.T). Special 
processing was required to handle these two constraints before 
close agreement between SEFDT and MLl.TRIX was achieved. 
Another important note on Earth flux data quality is the apparent 
remaining degradation found in the irradiances even though a 
c a lib rat ion a d jus t men t has bee nap p lie d (t his wa s dis c u sse d 
earlier). 
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SECTION 2. SUMMARY OF IT8MS CHECKED BY THE SEFDT 
SCIENCE QC PR~ 
A brief description of the items checked by the SEFDT SOC program 
wi 11 be presented here. A list of these items is presented in 
Table 2-1. 
2.1 TAPE FORMATTING AND READABILITY CHECKS 
2.1.1 Logical and Physical Record Checks 
Logical and physical records are checked to assure that they have 
proper record lengths and legal record IDs, and that their record 
numbers advance properly. 
2.1.2 Calibration Adjustment Table Checks 
The CATs on the SEFDT are checked against disk data sets. The 
integrity of these disk data sets is checked during production 
runs for the SEFDT. 
2.1.3 Trailing Documentation File Checks 
The TDF is dumped to give a record of the tapes used in 
production of the SEFDT. 
2.1.4 Earth Flux Format Checks 
The ordering of Earth flux data records in the data file is 
checked. Counts of missing and duplicated Earth flux frames are 
maintained. 
2.1.5 Solar Record Format Checks 
The solar records and solar orbital surrmary records are checked 
t 0 ass u rep r 0 per 0 r de r i n g • . Co u n t s 0 f m iss i n g 0 r d up 1 i cat e d sol a r 
frames are maintained. The solar calibration record is checked 
to assure that it is the last logical record in the data file. 
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TABLE 2-1. 
List of Items Checked By ERB-7 SEFDT SQC Program 
Tape Formatting and Readability Checks: 
Logical and Physical Record Checks 
Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT) Checks 
Trai ling Documentation File (TDF) Checks 
Earth Flux Format Checks 
Solar Record Format Checks 
~arth Flux Data Quality Checks: 
Limit Checks 
Statistics on Earth Flux Irradiances 
Quality Checks on Adjusted Irradiances 
Periods of ERB Special Modes 
Solar Data Quality Checks: 
Limit Checks 
Qual ity Checks on Solar Counts 
Solar Orbital Summary Data Qual ity Checks: 
Limit Checks 
Statistics on Mean Solar Counts and Irradiances 
Statistics on Mean Counts: Off-Axis 
TO Time Tests 
Sun-Earth Distance Calculation Check 
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2.2 EARTH FLUX DATA QUALITY CHECKS 
2.2.1 Limit Checks 
Solar azimuth angle, solar zenith angle, latitude, and longitude 
are checked against their tape specification limits and are also 
checked for reasonable change from frame to frame. Temperatures 
in the Earth flux record are checked to assure that they are 
reasonable. 
2.2.2 Quality Checks on Adjusted Irradiances 
Limit checking is performed on the calibration adjusted 
irradiances for Channels 11 through 14. Latitude band averages 
are computed for SEFDT quantities which correspond to tvtLl.TRIX 
scientific parameters. These band-averaged quantities are then 
compared to their ~TRIX counterparts. Finally, whenever Channel 
11 is determined to be open, Channel 11 and 12 irradiances are 
averaged and compared. 
2.2.3 Periods of ERB Special Modes 
S tar tan d s top time s are r e cor d e d for the ERB s p e cia 1 cal i bra t ion 
modes. 
2.3 SOLAR DATA QUALITY CHECKS 
2.3.1 Limit Checks 
All angles appearing in the solar data records are checked 
against their tape specification limits and are checked for 
reasonable change from frame to frame. Temperatures in the solar 
records are checked to assure that they are reasonable. The DSAS 
azimuth and elevation angles are flagged whenever they are equal. 
Channels 1 and 3 are flagged if their shutter status changes in 
the solar data. 
2.3.2 Quality Checks on Solar Counts 
Lim i t c h e c kin g i s per for m e don the r aw c 0 u n t s d a t a for sol a r 
Channels 1 through 10C. 
2.4 SOLAR ORBITAL S~Y DATA QUALITY CHECKS 
2.4.1 Limit Checks 
The ang I es appear i ng in the solar orbi tal summary are checked 
against their tape specification limits. Temperatures are 
checked for reasonableness~ 
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2.4.2 Statistics on Mean Solar Counts and Irradiances 
The com put e d mea n s a I arc a u n t san d me ani r r ad ian c e s are c h e eke d 
a g a ins t lim its t a ass u r ere a son a b len e s s • Ou t put s tat i s tic s a I s a 
include dai ly means and standard deviations for both counts and 
irradiances. 
2.4.3 Statistics on Mean Counts: Off-Axis 
The computed mean pre- and post-peak solar counts are limit 
checked to assure reasonableness. Output statsitics include 
d a i I y me an san d s tan dar d de v i a t ion s • 
2.4.4 10 Time Checks 
The pre- and post-peak times are checked 
13 minutes away from TO' The TO 
to assure 
tim e is 
that they 
checked 
are 
to 
assure that it is found close to the middle of the solar data 
records. The TO time is flagged if it falls more than 16 
seconds away from the Southern Terminator time. Data records 
around the solar peak are checked for data gaps. 
2.4.5 Sun-Earth Distance Calculation Check 
The Sun-Earth distance is recomputed and compared with the value 
found on the SEFDT. 
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SECTION 3. SCIENCE QC DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 
3.1 FORMAT CHECKS 
No problems in tape format were found. However, an error in the 
Channel 13 CAT was discovered after several months had been 
processed. This problem is discussed below. 
3.1.1 Channel 13 CAT Correction 
The C han n elI 3 CAT was com put e d i mp r 0 per I y wit h the f a I I ow i n g 
minor defects: 
1 ) The c a lib rat ion val u e s (s lop e san din t e r c e p t s) from - 1 5 
degrees to +15 degrees in solar zenith angle were 
interpolated for 31 points instead of 30. 
2) The fur the ref f e c t oft he a b a v e in t e r pol at ion wa s t hat 
the c a lib rat ion val u e s for sol a r zen i than g I e s we r e 
s h i f ted by 0 ned e g r e e up from the ran g e 15 d e g r e est 0 74 
degrees. 
The maximum error was less that 0.1% for the Channel 13 
irradiances. 
The following months used the uncorrected Channel 13 CAT: 
November, December, January, February, June, July, August, and 
September. 
The following months had the uncorrected Channel 13 CAT written 
on the SEFDT: November, December, February, and June. 
3.2 EARTH FLUX CHECKS 
3.2.1 Solar Zenith Angle 
The Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) of each Earth flux record is checked 
for physical reasonableness with SEFDT tape specifigation limits 
and for proper incrementation between frames « 2). Alt.hough 
mas t 0 f the an g I e s we r e wit hi n lim its, a few frame s h a v e sol a r 
zenith angles which slightly exceeded the upper limit. This 
problem was caused by a roundoff error in the IVtLl.TGEN code. The 
irradiances were not affected by this problem. The dates when 
t his pro b I em a c cur red are below and the a f f e c ted orb its are i n 
Appendix A. 
JULIAN DAYS 
3,4,5, 7,8,9,267, 268,269, 271 
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3.2.2 Solar Azimuth Angle 
The sol a r a z i mu t han g 1 e wa s wit h i nth eta pes p e c i f i cat ion 1 i mit s 
(+ 180 0 ) for all of Year-I. However, during the month of 
October, a change of sign occurred during successive frames which 
was phys ically unreasonable. The irradiances were not affected 
b y t his pro b 1 em. Ali s t oft he orb its i n wh i c h the s i g n c han g e 
occurred is given in Appendix B. 
3.2.3 Latitude and Longitude 
The 1 a tit u des and Ion g i t u des we r e c h e c ked tab e wit hi n ph y sic all y 
reasonable 1 imi ts and for proper incrementation between frames. 
The ani y a c cur e n ceo f out - a f - 1 i mit 1 at i t u des and Ion g i t u des wa s 
d uri n g per i ods w hen ami s lac a t ion pro b 1 em 0 c cur red ant h e MAT 
which was subsequently filled (22222). The dates of occurrences 
are below and the specific orbits are listed in Appendix C. 
JULIAN DAYS 
97,116,156,220,252,295 
3.2.4 Temperatures 
The temperatures are limit checked to be within reasonable values 
ass p e c i fie din the S E F D T Tap e S p e f i f i cat ion s . A numb era f 
temperatures were out-of-limits during ERB warmup. This 
phenomenon occurs after an "ERB-OFF" day when the instruments are 
heating up. 
3.2.5 Limit Checking of Channels 11-14 Counts and Irradiances 
Resu ts of limit checking for Channels 11-14 counts and 
i r r a d ian c e s we r e camp i 1 e d for cat ego r i e s wit h i n 10% oft he lowe r 
and upper 1 imits, less than 10% of the lower limit and exceeding 
10% of the upper 1 imit. Though there were occasions where some 
u n rea son a b 1 e val u e soc cur red. mo s t oft he sea u t - a f - 1 i mit s val u e s 
we r e c au sed by d a t a qua 1 i t Y los s e s, w h i c h we r e not pro per 1 y 
handled for all months. 
Fol lowing are the months in which the VIP Data Quality Flags were 
not used: November, December~ January, February, June, July, 
August, September, and October. 
3.2.6 Latitude Band Average - MATRIX Comparison 
La tit u deb and a v era g e s a f S E F D TEa r t h flu x qua n tit i e s we r e 
computed for comparison with the corresponding MATRIX parameters. 
I nor d e r tom a k ear eli a b 1 e c amp a r i son d a tar e j e c t ion c r i t e ria, 
as emp loyed in MATRIX, are also appl ied to the SEFDT data in thi s 
study. The results and a more detailed discussion are given in 
Appendix D. Several computational constraints were encountered, 
of which at least two wi 11 be important to users of the SEFDT 
Ear th f lux data. The first involves the approach used to reject 
data during instrument warmup. This study used Channel 12 
t e m per a t u r e, w her e a s MA T R I X pro c e s sin gus esC han n e 1 2. The 
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second constraint is the scarcity of subsatellite point location 
d a t a ant h e S E FD T (s e e Ap pen d i x D). An a I y sis i n d i cat est hat the 
com par i son i s qui t e c los e and co u I d bema dee v e n c los e r i f use r s 
wishes to overcome the computational constraints mentioned above. 
3.2.7 Channels 11 and 12 Comparison 
Whenever Channels 11 and 12 were both (PEN, straight averages of 
t he i r i r r ad ian c e s and 0 f t he C han n e I 11 11 2 d iff ere n c e were 
com put e d . S p e cia I mod e act i v i t Y (E CAL, GO I NffiO , C han n elI 2 
Narrow, etc.) was screened before the averaging was performed. 
The res u Its oft his c he c k are g i v en in Ap pen d i x Q. Th e rna s t 
striking result of this study comes with occurrences of small 
sam pie c au n t s (t y pic a I I y f 0 u r 0 rei g h t s amp I e sin a day). On 
these occassions, the comparison yields anomalous results. The 
cause of this anomaly is not known. Possible causes include: 
1) spacecraft anomaly 
2) status word anomaly 
3) VIP data quality loss 
Because of th i s anomaly, users who intend to make Channel 11/12 
comparison studies should reject sample's having large Channel 
11/12 differences. 
3.2.8 Periods of Occurrence of ERB Special Modes 
To aid in the analysis, start and stop times of special mode 
activity were recorded for the following ERB special modes: 
1) electronic calibration 
2) GO/NOGO heater 
3) Channel 12 shuttered 
4) Channel 12 narrow 
Due to its large volume, this data will not be presented here. 
3.3 SOLAR FLUX CHECKS 
3.3.1 DSAS Elevation (Alpha) and Azimuth (Beta) 
The DSAS alpha and beta angles were checked for physically 
reasonable values and realistic incrementation between frames. 
One oft h e pro b I ems t hat did a c cur wa s a I ph abe i n g set e qua I to 
beta near the solar peak. This was an ILT product problem and a 
lis t oft h e a f f e c ted 0 r bit sis i n Ap pen d i x E. A I so, the bet a 
a n g lew a sou t a f lim its for the f a I I ow i n g d ate s . A lis t oft he 
affected orbits is in Appendix F. 
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JULIAN DAYS 
1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 267, 268, 269, 271, 272 
There were also some occurrences of rapid beta angle 
incrementation for the orbits which are listed in Appendix G. 
3.3.2 Thermopile Base Temperatures 
There were a few occurrsnces of solar channel temperatures 
out - 0 f - 1 i mit s (1 0 0 - 3 2 C). The s e 0 c cur red d uri n gin s t r ume n t 
war m up. I tis imp 0 r tan t t hat the use r r ememb ern 0 sol a r d a t a i s 
rejected during instrument warmup period. This means that the 
solar irradiances computed and written into the solar orbital 
summary record are contaminated by the warmup orbital data. 
3.3.3 Limit Checking of Solar Counts 
Res u 1 t s 0 f 1 i mit c h e c kin g for the sol arc 0 u n t s we r e c omp i 1 e d for 
cat ego r i e s wit h i n 1 0 % 0 f the lowe ran d up per 1 i mit s, 1 e sst han 
10% of the lower limit and exceeding 10% of the upper limit. As 
i nth e Ear t h flu xli mit c h e c kin g, mo s t oft he 0 u t - 0 f - lim i t co u n t s 
o c cur red w hen the V I P d a t a qua 1 i t Y f I a g s we r e not use d • See the 
Ear t h flu xli mit c·h e c kin g (3. 2 • 5 ) for a lis t 0 f the mo nth sin 
which the VIP quality flags were not used. 
3.3.4 Data Gaps in the Solar Data 
The SEFDT normally will contain 110 solar data records for each 
orbi t of data. Data gaps in the solar data are handled by taking 
a d j ace n t f ram e s 0 fda t a a r 0 u n d the d a tag a pup to a ma x i mum a f 
1 lOr e cor d s • Some 0 r bit s ma y h a v e g r 0 s s d a tag a p s s u c h t hat the 
tot a I amo u n t of d a t a a va i I a b I e for the 0 r bit wi I I not pro d u c e the 
required 110 solar data records. These orbits are listed in 
A p pen d i x M • Use r s s h 0 u I d r e j e c t the s e 0 r bit s from use ina n y 
scientific investigations. 
3.4 SOLAR CRB I TAL SlJVMARY CHEO<S 
orbital summary record was checked for various 
par am e t e r s, s p e c i f i cally for the pro per c hoi ceo f MS E time. 
Listed below are some of the items the user should be aware of in 
regard to the solar orbital summary records: 
The sol a r 
1) If NO valid time of MSE has been found for an orbit, 
TO wi II be set to the Southern Terminator time and the 
orbital summary record will have the following data set 
to a fi II value (-10,000): 
(a) hours/minutes 
(b) seconds 
(c) thermopile base temperatures 
( d ) me an c 0 u n t s 
(e) Channels 1-10 net irradiances 
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2) If NO valid MSE or Southern Terminator time was found, 
no solar data records were written and the orbital 
summary record was filled, except for orbit number. 
3) During orbits in which Channel 1 was open, Channel 3 
pic ked u pas 0 1 arc 0 u n t val u e wh i c h wa s wit h i n 1 i mit s • 
This resulted as an incorrect irradiance for Channel 3. 
Lis ted i n Ap pen d i x H are the 0 r bit sin wh i c h the C han n e 1 
1 and Channel 3 shutter status changed. The user should 
be advised that not all of the orbits listed were 
affected, depending on when Channel 1 was open. 
3.4.1 DSAS Alpha and Beta 
The alpha angle was occassionally set to equal to the beta angle 
near MSE time. Since the orbi tal summary record was extracted 
from the solar data records, some of the orbits listed in 
A p ,p end i x E c 0 u 1 d h a v e a f f e c ted the sol a r 0 r bit a 1 summa r y r e cor d • 
3.4.2 Limit Checking on Counts 
The on- and off-axis solar counts were checked for proper limits. 
One problem that the user should be aware of is a software 
problem which resulted in some counts being set equal to an IBIV1 
f ill val u e (- 406 2 ). T his pro b 1 em 0 c cur red in the f 0 1 low i n g 
months: November, December, January, June, July, August, 
September, and October. 
3.4.3 !O Time Checks 
There were a variety 
s e 1 e c t ion 0 f MS E time. 
the users information: 
of problems which occurred with the 
Below is a summary of those problems for 
1) Due to a flaw in the MSE algorithm, the electronic 
cal i bra t ion s p ike wa soc cas ion all y pic ked as the sol a r 
peak. The affected orbits are listed below: 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT 
342 629 
365 946 
12 1112 
235 4198 
288 4918 
301 5098 
2) The tim e sin the T 0 - 1 '3 sol a r frame s ·we r e mo ret han 13 
minutes away from the so·lar peak due to a data gap. 
This could slightly affect the irradiance calculation. 
The affected orbits are listed in Appendix I. 
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3 ) The tim e sin the T 0 + 1 3 sol a r frame s we r e mo ret han 13 
minutes away from the solar peak due to a data gap. 
This could slightly affect the irradiance calculation. 
The affected orbits are listed in Appendix J. 
4 ) The s a I a r i r r ad ian c e cal cui a t ion ma y h a v e bee n a f fee ted 
by data gaps occurring within .±.3 minutes of the solar 
peak for the orbits listed in Appendix K. 
5) The d if ference between the Southern Terminator Time and 
the time selected by the solar peak algorithm was 
greater than 16 seconds from the orbits listed in 
Appendix L. The main reason for this discrepancy was 
the m i sal i g nme n t oft he s a I arc han n e I ass emb 1 y sot h'a t a 
well-defined solar peak could not be determined. 
3.4.4 Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances 
D a i I y a v era g e d sol a r i r r ad ian c e s we r e camp ute d for a lIe han n e 1 s 
across Year-I. These are plotted for all but Channell in 
Fig u res 3 - 1 t h r aug h 3 - 9 • Th e mo s t s t r i kin g f eat u reo f the pIa t s 
is the degradat-ion and recovery, discussed in Subsection 1.2.1. 
Note that all channels, except Channel 10C, were strongly 
affected. The ultraviolet channels (6-9) show significant 
recovery. Over the year, however, a long time degradation 
pro c e s sis not ice a b 1 e • Nod a t a wa sse r e e ned from the s e p lot s . 
T his mea n s t hat an oma lou s orb its are a 1 lowe d toe ant rib ute. In 
general, the sharp spikes seen in these curves are due to 
anomalous orbits. The two prominent spikes occurring on all 
p lot s, e x c e p t for C han n ell 0, are due t a ECAL s p ike s t hat we r e 
erroneously picked as the solar peak for Orbits 4918 (Julian day 
288) and 5098 (Julian day 301). 
A careful 
which are 
are: 
a n a 1 y sis oft h e p lot s rev e a 1 san umb era fan oma lie s 
not not e din the at her tab 1 e s oft his rep art. Th e s e 
Julian Da~ Orbit 
5 (050) 1007 
83 (128 ) 2090 
124 (169 ) 2652 
221 (266) 4004 
256 (301 ) 4485 
Mission day is given in parenthesis. Not all channels are 
affected by these anomalies. Analysis of the raw counts data for 
the sea r bit s rev e a Is, i n e a c h cas e, an oma lou s raw co u n t s d a t a 
around the solar peak. The cause of this problem is not known. 
In several of these cases, data quality loss problems Were the 
mas t pro b a b lee a use • The sea r bit s s h a u I d be r e j e c ted from any 
scientific investigations. 
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FIGURE 3-1. 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 2 
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FIGURE 3-2 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 3 
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FIGURE 3-3 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 4 
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FIGURE 3-4 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 5 
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FIGURE 3-5 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 6 
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FIGURE 3-6 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 7 
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FIGURE 3-7 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 8 
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FIGURE 3-8 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 9 
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FIGURE 3-9 
Year-l Daily Averaged Solar Irradiances - Channel 10 
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3.4.5 Off-Axis Angle Checks* 
The off-axis angle measures the angular deviation of the pointing 
vector of the solar channel assembly from the position of the Sun 
( see Fig u r e 3 -10 ) • The y an g lei s ad jus ted by g r 0 u n d c orrma n d sin 
order to account for changes in the DSAS (solar azimuth) angle. 
T h us, at the time 0 f MS E, the 0 f f - a xis an g lei s jus t the 
difference in these two angles. Because of scaling and sign 
conventions within the SEFDT, this becomes: 
y 0 f f _ a xis = Y + 0.1 * S DSAS 
The operational goal was to adjust the y angle in order to keep 
the computed off-axis angle less than 0.5 degree. This was not 
always accompl ished. If the off-axis angle exceeds 0.5 degree, 
users requi ring high precision solar data must consider 
correcting the data for off-axis effects. These corrections are 
beyond the scope of this document. Users should probably reject 
orbital data for which the off-axis angle exceeds 1 degree. 
Important periods of solar channel assembly misalignment are: 
1) Days 321-22 (Orbits 329-51). This misalignment was due 
to y angle step testing. 
2) Days 348-8 (orbits ranging from 702 to 1056). This mis-
al ignment was due to fai lure to adjust the y angle. 
3) Days 225-51 (orbits ranging fr-,om 4052 to 4418). This 
misalignment was due to fai lure to adjust the angle. 
Periods of misalignment usually ended when angle adjustments 
were performed. Appendix N contains a detailed listing of orbits 
w h i c h had 0 f f - a xis a n g 1 e g rea t e r t han O. 5 de g r e e • Ap pen d i x 0 
con t a ins ali s t 0 for bit s wh i c h had 0 f f - a xis an g 1 e s g rea t e r t han 
one d e g r e e • A P pen d i x 0 con t a ins ali s t 0 for bit s wh i c h had 
off-axis angles greater than one degree. 
* The w r i t e r s w ish tot han k NET m e m b e r Mr. J 0 h n R. H i c key for 
important discussions and data appearing in this and the 
following subsections. 
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FIGURE 3-10. Definition of the Off-Axis Angle 
y 
+ 
0 0 
0 0 o-Q;-~0 0~4,. 
0 ~~ OV~~ 0 
0 
8 ~ A 0 
."., 0 B 
-'" 
c y 
-"" A is a vector pointing from the Solar Sensor Array to 
the Sun • 
... 
B is a vector perpendicular to the face of the Solar 
Sensor Array and defines the pointing direction of 
the array. 
~ 
C is a vector which lies along the direction of flight 
of the Spacecraft. 
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3.4.6 Invalid Solar Azimuth or Solar Elevation 
The f 0 1 low i n 9 0 r bit s had e i the ran i n val i d D S A S a z i mu tho r 
elevation angle: 
DAY 
4 
139 
153 
201 
268 
269 
ffiBIT(S) 
994 
2867 
3064, 3065 
3725 
4650 
4660-4662 
The sewer e pro b a b I y due t a los s e sin d a t a qua lit y wh i c h we r e not 
correctly flagged on the MAT. Users may recover this data by the 
same scheme proposed for handling the DSAS a = S problem. 
3.4.7 DSAS Solar Elevation Checks 
Asp a i n ted out b y Mr. H i c key (s e e Re fer en c e 7), m i sal i g nme n t a f 
the solar channel assembly by more than 1 degree produces 
off - a xis e f f e c t s not w ell u n d e r s t a ad. Ap pen d i x P pre sen t s a 
d eta i 1 e d 1 i s t 0 for bit s h a v in 9 DSAS sol are 1 e vat ion an 9 1 e 9 rea t e r 
t han 1 d e 9 r e e • T his 1 i s tal soc 0 r res pan d s r 0 ugh 1 y tot he ma j 0 r 
per i 0 d s 0 f 0 f f - a xis a n 9 1 e m i sal i g nme n t • I tis s u 9 g est edt hat 
users reject this data from use in scientific investigation. 
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SECTION 4. CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 USE OF THE EARTH FLUX DATA 
The Earth flux data on the SEFDT has been shown to be consistent 
with the data output on the MA.TRIX product. Users are reminded 
that there are degradation and duty cycle effects (see Subsection 
1.2) remaining in the data. These effects are under intense 
study at the time of this writing and a general calibration 
approach for handl ing them may be presented in the future. That 
study is outside the scope of this document. It is also 
imp 0 r tan t ton 0 t e t hat n 0 Ear t h flu x d a t a i s r e j e c ted from the 
SEFDT. Each user must determine if the data rejection criteria, 
indicated in Subsection 1.3, are appropriate for their particular 
investigation. Some users may need to interpolate in order to 
obtain the subsatellite point location with a finer resolution 
than is provided on SEFDT. It is felt that the advantage of 
having a 12-tape data set containing the complete year of 
cal i bra ted Ear t h flu x i r r ad ian c e s wi I I far 0 u t we i g h the abo v e 
i nconven i ences •. 
4.2 USE OF THE SOLAR DATA 
Several problems in the solar data have been discussed which may 
require special processing by the user to: (1) reject orbits 
with unrecoverable data problems, and (2) recover data with minor 
flaws. Unrecoverable data problems include the following: 
1) data gaps - (see Appendices J, K, and M) 
2) shutter status change (see Appendix H) 
3) misalignment greater than 1 0 (see Appendices 0 and P) 
4) ECAL spikes (see Subsection 3.4.3) 
5) known data anomalies (see Subsection 3.4.4) 
Minor flaws which are amendable to recovery by user processing 
include: 
1 ) warmup data rejection 
2) DSAS azimuth and elevation angles equal 
3) invalid DSAS angles 
4) solar channel assembly misalignment 
5) solar channel degradation and recovery 
27 
All users of the solar data should reject the unrecoverable 
orbits as indicated above. Users requiring high precision solar 
data must also consider processing the recoverable items listed 
above. The most important of these are Items 4 and 5, the 
correction for off-axis effects and degradation effects. 
28 
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APPENDIX A. 
Solar Zenith Angle "Out of Limits" 
The sol a r zen i t han g I e wa sou t 0 f lim its for a tIe a s ton e ma j 0 r 
frame in the orbits listed below. The angles were slightly above 
the upper I imit of 180 degrees. This problem did not affect any 
irradiances. 
JULIAN DAY 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
267 
268 
269 
271 
CRBIT(S) 
986, 988 
990, 992, 994, 996, 998, 1000, 
1002, 1004 
1006, 1008, 1010, 1012, 01014, 1016 
1034-1046 
1047-1060 
1061, 1067, 1069, 1071, 1073 
4628, 4629,4631,4632,4633,4635, 
4636, 4637, 4638, 4639 
4640, 4642-46, 4649, 4650, 4652, 
4653 
4654, 4656, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 
4663, 4664, 4665, 4666, 4667 
4683 
A-I 
• 
APPENDIX B. 
Solar Azimuth Sign Change 
The solar azimuth angle changed sign abruptly in at least one 
major frame in the following orbits. This problem did not affect 
any irradiances. 
JULIAN DAY 
361 
362 
364 
365 
January, 1979 
61 
80 
255 
256 
257 
259 
260 
261 
263 
264 
265 
267 
268 
269 
271 
272 
273 
275 
276 
277 
279 
280 
281 
ffiBIT(S) 
886-895 
All 
All 
Al I 
All 
1783 
2042 
4472-4475 
All 
All 
4520-4530 
4535-4544 
All 
All 
All 
4600-4612 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
All 
Al I 
All 
All 
All 
4821-4833 
B-1 
oj 
." 
APPENDIX C. 
Latitude and Longitude Filled 
Due t 0 a rn i s I 0 cat ion pro b I e rn 0 nth e i n put MA. T s, the f 0 I 1 ow i n g 
orbits had latitudes and longitudes set to a fill value (22222) 
for at 1 e a s ton e rna j 0 r f r arne. 
DAY CRBIT 
97 2289 
116 2551 
156 3098 
220 3990 
252 4433 
295 5025 
C-l 
APPENDIX D. 
SEFDT and MATRIX Intercomparison Results 
Lat i tude band averages are computed for the Earth flux quantities 
which have a corresponding MATRIX parameter: 
1) Parameter 3 - Ascending Node Long Wave Flux 
2) Parameter 4 - Descending Node Long Wave Flux 
3) Parameter 9 - Ascending Node Reflected Flux from 
Channel 13 
4) Parameter 10 - Descending Node Reflected Flux from 
Channel 13 
5) Parameter 11 - Ascending Node Reflected Flux from 
Channel 14 
6) Parameter 12 - Descending Node Reflected Flux from 
Channel 14 
The Ion g w a v e flu xes are com put e d (a sin MA T R I X) a s the 
d if ference between Channel 12 and Channel 13. Before making the 
com par i son wit h MA TR I X , the I a tit u deb and a v era g e s 0 f the MAR I X 
parameters are computed using a population weighting scheme where 
the contribution of a target area to the zonal mean is weighted 
by its data population. This approach means that each data 
sam pie wi I I be we i g h ted e qua I I Y (i n bot h I at i t u deb and a v era g e s ) • 
Inc 0 m put i n g the ban d a v era g e s, the MA TR I X pro gram WFOV d a t a 
rejection criteria were applied. Data was rejected for:* 
1) instrument warmup 
2) sun blip 
3) irradiances out of limits 
4) special modes (ECAL, GO/N~O, Channel 12 shuttered or 
n a r r ow , etc.) 
T h r e e com put a t ion a I con s t r a i n t s we r e en c 0 un t ere d t hat wi I I be 
important to users of the SEFDT Earth flux data. These will be 
briefly discussed 
*S-e-e-Ref-e-r-ence--3- for a discuss i on of MATRIX data rejection 
criteria. 
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APPENDIX D. 
SEFDT and MATRIX Intercomparison Results 
(Continued) 
The C han n elI Z the rmo p i 1 e bas e temp era t u rewa sus edt 0 t est for 
instrument warmup (MATRIX uses Channel Z temperature). This was 
necessary since SEFDT Earth flux records do not contain the 
Channel Z temperature. Channel lZ was determined to run about 
zOe cooler than Channel Z during the warmup period. Instead of 
u sin gar an g e 0 f 1 7 0 t 0 3 DoC a sin MATR I X, use r s ma y wi s h to 
d e t e r min e a m 0 rea p pro p ria t e wa rmu p t h res hoi d • In t his stu d y , 
the comparison results improved significantly when a Channel lZ 
warmup data rejection threshold between 15 0 and 16 0 C was 
employed. 
A second constraint concerns the subsatellite point location data 
available to the SEFDT user. This data (subpoint latitude and 
Ion g i t u de) i s pro v ide don c e per ma j 0 r frame at two sec 0 n d sin to 
the frame. Since this data'is used to bin the irradiances into 
1 a tit u d e z 0 n e s for a v era gin g, err 0 r s wi lib e i n t rod u c e d wh e n eve r 
a major frame spans a latitude zone boundary. Users may overcome 
this constraint by developing an interpolation procedure to 
obtain the sUbsatellite point location with as much resolution as 
is used in MATRIX processing. 
The final constraint encountered involves the separation into 
Ascending Node (AN) and Descending Node (DN). This study used 
the f 0 1 1 ow i n gap pro a c h : wh e n eve r the sub sat ell i t e po. i n t 1 a tit u d e 
i sin creme n tin gin a po sit i ve sen s e, the spa c e era f tis 0 nth e AN. 
This suffers from the same problem discussed in the second 
constraint above. 
The results are presented in the form of tables for each month in 
Year-I. The first table presents the day-to-day means of the 
latitude band differences between SEFDT and MATRIX. These were 
computed by first computing the differences for a given day for a 
given parameter, then averaging the differences for the forty 
lat i tude zones. The second table gives standard deviations which 
were computed from the differences discussed above. Thus, the 
two tab les present means and standard deviations of the 
differences between SEFDT and MATRIX parameters on a day-to-day 
basis. All units in these tables are in Watts/mZ • 
In the product i on of these tab les, the Channel lZ temperabure 
threshold was left at the MATRIX warmup rejection value (17 C). 
This causes poor agreement on the ERB warmup days. If the tables 
are scanned for means and standard deviations greater than 3 
Z Watts/m only six non-warmup days stand out as problems in 
Year-I. Analysis of these six days with test software indicated 
that use of an interpolation scheme for the subsatellite 
latitudes caused improved agreement. 
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APPENDIX D. 
SEFDT and MA~IX Intercomparison Results 
(Cant inued) 
In summary, these results show good agreement between SEFDT and 
MATRIX for the Earth flux parameters. Analysis indicates that 
the comparison can be made arbitrarily close if the three 
computational constraints are carefully addressed by users of the 
SEFDT. 
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SEPD! SCIBICE QC RESULlS: 
LAfITUDE BAND AVERAGE INTERC08PJaISOI RESULTS 
POPULATION WEIGHTED 8ATRIl RESULTS is. 
SJU'DT SCIENCE QC RESULTS: 1I0VB8BER, 1918 
1!EABS OF DIFPBRBBCBS: 
DAf 23 P4 P9 P &0 E' I P .2 
320 0.6 -0.1 O. ~ -l.j 0o ~ -0·3 3~ I 0.1 -0.2 o. -2. O. -0. 
322 0.0 -0.3 0.4 -2.3 o. -O.~ 3~~ 0.0 - •• 0 1.7 - 1.8 O. -0. 
J~5 O.g -0.1 o. ~ -2.1 0·3 -o.} J26 o. -0.2 o. -2.8 O. -0. 
J~8 -0.3 0.5 2. 1 -1.8 0.9 -0. 
329 0.7 0.3 0.5 -2.4 0.2 -0.4 330 0.7 -O.~ o. ~ -2.~ O. i -O.~ 332 0.3 -0. I. -.. O. -0. 
333 0.7 
-0·3 o. Q -3.0 0.2 -0. JJ4 0.6 o. 0.6 -2.1 0.2 -0.,. 
SBPD7 SCIBBCE QC RESULTS: 
LATITUDE BAlD AVERAGE IHTERC01iP1R.ISOI iRSUL7S 
POPULAT.IOB WE.IGHTED 1!ATRIl RESULTS is. 
SEFDT SCIRICE gc aESULrS: HOVEliBED, 1919 
ST. DEVIATICHS OF DIF.lBBEliCES: 
DAY P3 P4 P9 210 Pll P12 
320 O.~ 1. & 1· ~ 2.~ o. ~ 0.9 32. O. • • ~. 2. I. 0.8 322 1.3 1.2 1. ~ 2·3 o. Z 0°1 J~4I 2.7 2.1 3. 2. I. O. 325 0.5 0.9 1. , 2
°1 
0.1 o. 
326 0.4 0.9 I. 2. 0., O. 328 2.5 2.7 4. 2. 1. O. 
329 0.4 3 •• 1.5 2. O. 0.; 330 0.4 o.~ ~. ~ 2.~ O. Z O. 332 1.6 , . .... 2. I • O. 
333 0.5 1. () 1. l 2.~ O. ~ O·B 334 0.5 1.3 I •. 2. o. o. 
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SElDT SCIBICE QC RESULtS: 
LATITUDB BAlD A'ERAGE II7EiCOBPliISOI BESULTS 
POPULATIOI WEIGHTBD MATRIX RESULTS is. 
SE~DT SCIEICE QC RBSULTS: DEC1U!BEB, 1918 
KEAIIS 01 DIFFEB.EICBS: 
DAI P3 24 P9 210 {)11 P12 
J36 0.1 O·A 1. I -2.! 1.0 -0." 337 0.6 -0. o. -2. O·i -0.4 338 0.6 0.0 o. 
-2.; O. -0.4 
• 340 0.4 -0.7 0°1 -2. O. I -0.4 341 O·t -0 1 o. -2. o.! -0.4 342 O. 0:0 o. -2.8 O. -0.4 344 0.4 0.8 d: 1 -2., o. -0.4 345 0.6 -0.0 -2. O·i -0.4 346 O.~ 0.1 o. , -2. o. -0.4 348 -0. 1.4 2. -3.~ , . -0.4 3119 O·t -0.0 0.6 -2. Ooi -0.4 350 O. 0.0 0.6 -2.9 . -0.11 
352 o.~ 1.3 -0.2 -2. t -0. -0.4 353 . O •• O.g -2.8 o. -0.4 3511 o. 0.1 o. -2.8 0.2 -0.4 
356*****************··*******·**··*********** 
357***********************·**·*··******·***** 
358******* 5.11****·*********···***·*****·* 360 -0.8 1.9 3. ~ -1.7 1. (» -o.~ 361 O.S O •• o. -3. , 0.2 -0. 
362 0.4 O.g g·l -2.6 0·1 -o.~ 364 -0.3 , . ~. - •• 9 , . -0. 
3&5 0.4 0.3 o. ~ -2.1 o. -0.4 
SBFDT SCIEIICE QC RESULTS: 
LAr.ITUDE BAlD AVERAGB IITERCO!P1RISOB BESULtS 
P02ULATIOB WEIGHTED KAfRII RESULTS'S. 
SE1DT SCIEBCE QC RESULTS: DECBKSEB, 1978 
ST. DB'IATICIIS 01 DIPIBBEHCIS: 
DAI P3 P4 1»9 210 l?ll 212 
336 2.1 1. A !I. ~ 2·i l·l 0·1 331 0.5 I. I. . O. O. 
~ 338 0.5 1.2 J. ~ 2. 0.1 0·1 340 '.5 2.5 ". 2.9 '.4 o. 341 0., 1.0 1. , 2.g 0·9 o. B 342 O. •• • l:! 2 • o. O. 3411 1.2 2.0 lOI 1. '" lei 3165 0.6 a. , a. 2. 0.1 o. 3166 o.~ 1.0 1. 2. o. i OOJ 348 2. a.! 3. 3. I. I. 349 0.6 1. 1. 2. 0.6 o. 
350 0.6 I. l.5 2. 0., o. 352 1. a 1.1 3. g 3.~ 1. l.g 353 o. I •• I. 2. O. o. 3511 O. 6 1. 1 1. ~ 2. 4 o. 6 o. 8 
356*****************··***·**········*·*··*·** 
357****··**·*********·**··········***··*·**** 
358***···* f:l····::i····z:I····~:i····~:1 360 2.0 36 , 0.7 ,. 1. 2. o. o. 
362 O·l 1.i 1. 2. 0.· O. 3616 2. 2. 3. 3. •• t. 
365 o. 1. 0 1. 6 2. o. 1 o. 
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SErD~ SCIEICB QC BBSOL%S: 
.LAfi~ODE BAlD AVERAGB LIiTIUlCO!PUISOIL BBSOLTS 
POPULATIOII WBIGH~ED !AfBIX BESU1TS is. 
S~iD~ SCIIUiCE QC BESUI.1'S: JUUABI, 1919 
!SEAlS 01 DUlBBBIC!S: 
DAY P3 pq P9 P10 E 11 212 
1 O.~ 0., O. ~ -2 , O. i -0·3 J o. o. I. -2: O. -0. q O·i O.j 0.5 -2.1 0.2 -0." 5 O. o. 0°1 -3.2 0.2 -0." 1 0·1 1·1 o. -1.! 0.2 -0.3 8 O. O. o. -2. 0.2 -0.4 
9 0." O.j o. -3.0 0.4 
-0·3 
at O •• o. 0.5 
-1·3 o.~ -0. 12 o.~ o.~ 0.5 -1. o. -0.4 13 o. O. 0.6 -2." o. -0.11 
15 o. 0.5 -0.5 -1.6 -0.3 -0.3 
10 0.2 0.'1 0.6 -2.2 0.3 -0.4 
11 o.~ 0.'1 0.5 -2.~ 0.2 -o.~ 19 o. 0.1 0.6 -.. 0.2 -0. 
20 0.2 o.q 0.5 -2.2 0.2 -0.4 
21 0.2 0.5 O·i -2.~ 0.2 :8:1 23 0.6 -0·1 -0. -1. o. ~ 25 0.4 O •. o.~ - •• 2 O. -0. 21 0.3 -0." O. -1.1 0.3 -0. 
29 O.~ -O.l 0.1 -1.0 0"1 -0. 31 O. 0.6 -0. J -1.1 -0 •. -0. 
SEPDT SCIBIICK QC BBSULTS: 
LAUTUDE BAlD AVERAGE IHTEBCOll21BISOJI iESaL~S 
2OPULAfIOIL WEIGHTED !SAfaII RESULTS 1S. 
SBIDT SCIEICE QC BESU4TS: JAJlUABY, 1919 
ST. .DEYIA~ICBS or DIlIBiEBCBS: 
DAY P3 F'I 29 210 1'11 212 
1 O.~ 1.0 1. 5 J.1 o. ; O.~ 3 I. 1.6 3.6 3.5 I. I • q O·l 1.0 1.3 2.5 O. 0., 5 O. 1.0 I. " 3.2 0.6 ,  1 2.~ l"S 3
°1 3·t 1. , 1. 8 o. I. I. l. o. I.~ 9 0.8 0.9 1. 3. o. ~ 1. aa 2.4 • • 4 3 • 2.4 I. o. 
12 o.~ 0·3 1. , 2·4 o. , O. 13 o. I. I. 2. o. O. 
15 1. ~ 2.1 3.4 2.4 1. , O. 16 o. 0.9 I. ! 20~ 8:
t 
o. 
11 0·1 0·1 1. 2. O. 19 O. • • I. 2. o. o. 20 0.1 0.9 1.5 2. o. o. 
21 0.1 0.9 1.6 2. o. o. 
23 1. ~ 2.~ t~ 2
°1 
1. 1 .. 
25 I. I. 2. 1.0 o. 
21 o·a 1.9 t! 2. 1·1 o. 29 O. j.3 2. I. o. 31 1.0 .3 3. 2.1 1.6 1. 
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SEPDT SCIIICB QC BESU.TS: 
LAtITUDE BAHD lYER1GI 1.TEiCOB~JiISOI BBSULTS 
POPOLATIOI WBIGHTED 4A~BIX RESUtlS is. 
salDT SClEBCE QC BESULTS: lEBBUAil. 1919 
BEAlS 01 D III.&BB IC IS: 
DAY P3 P4 P9 PIO Pll P12 
• 
33 O.~ 0.5 1. ! -0_1 o. ~ -O.~ 35 O. 0.8 
•• 
-0. o • -0. 
31 0·3 1.3 O. -l·A o·l -o.~ 39 O. 1.0 0 ... -.. . -0. 40 0.2 0.5 o. a -l.j o •. -0. 41 0.3 0.4 O. -.. O. I 
-0°1 4J -0·1 0.4 1.8 -Oef 0.8 -0. 44 O. 0.4 O.~ -.. O'J - . 45 0.3 0.4 O. -1.~ . -0. 41 0.3 0 ... 1.4 -0. O. -0. 
48 0·1 0.5 0.3 -1.1 O. 1 -0.2 49 O. 0.4 O.j -1.2 o. 1 -O.~ 51 0·3 0.6 O. -0.6 o. t -0. 52 O. 0.3 0'1 -1.4 O. -O.~ 53 Oat 0.6 o. -1.9 O. 1 -0. 55 . 0.2 O'l -0.3 O'j -O'i 51 o. 0.1 -0. -O.~ -0. -0. 59 O. -2.2 I •. -0. 
•• 
-0. 
SEID! SCIEBCB QC BESULTS: 
LA7ITODE BllD AVERAGI I.TEBCOB~lBlSCB BESULTS 
POPULATlOI WEIGHTED alTR~I BESULTS is. 
SEEDT SCrEBCR OC RESOLlS: l&saUABr, 1919 
ST. DEVIATICJilS 01 DU'l'BBEHCBS: 
DAI P3 P .. P9 P10 Pl1 P 1.2 
33 1. ~ 0.9 3.2 2.4 1.4 0·3 35 O. •• 5 3. J 2 •• 1.9 O. 
31 1.9 1·2 ~. ~ ;l.a o. H 1. a 39 0.7 2. ~. 2.3 I. O. 
40 o.~ 0·9 1. 2.3 0o ~ 0'1 4 a o. o. 1.6 2.6 O. O. 
"3 1. 1 1.5 J. i 2.1 1. o. 44 0.8 0.8 1. 2·S O. o. 45 0·9 o.~ 1. 2. o. ~ 0., .. , O • I • 2. , I • • • o. 48 0.7 0.7 1. 2.2 o. ~ 0·1 49 0.7 0.9 1.8 2
°1 
O. o. 
51 0·9 1.g 2. , 1. 1. i 0,) 52 o. o. a. 2. o. O. 
53 0.7 1.6 1. ~ 2. o. o. 55 0.8 1.7 
•• '.4 0·8 o. 57 0·1 1.g t~ 1. , 1. o. 59 2. 4. I • J • .) o. 
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SBFD7 SC~EHCE QC RESULtS: 
LAtITUDE BAiD AVERAGE LHTERCO!pjRISOH iESUL!S 
POPULATIOi WEIGHTED KATRIX RESUL%S IS. 
SEEDT SCIENCE QC RESULfS: KARCH. 1919 
KEABS OF DIEPEREBCBS: 
DAY Il3 1'4 29 P10 Pl1 P12 
60 o.~ 0.3 o. ~ -0.6 o. d -O·l 61 O. 0.3 o. -1.0 O. -0. 
b3 0.4 0.3 1. -0.6 0.6 -0. 
64 0.5 0.4 O·i 
-0°1 
O •• -0.1 b5 o. ~ -0. 1 o. -0. o. 1 -0. 61 o. -0.7 1·1 . 0.6 -0. b8 0.6 0.2 o. -1. 0.0 -0.2 
69 o. ~ 0.1 o. ~ -0. 0.1 -OaJ ,. O. -0.2 O. -0.2 O·i -0. ~ 12 0.6 0.1 O. -O.~ O. -0.& 13 0.6 0.2 0.0 -0. 0.0 -0. 
15 0.0 0.5 o. a O.~ o. g 0·8 16 0.6 0.6 O.j -0. O. o. 11 0.1 0.4 o. 
-0°1 
o. 0.0 
19 0.5 -0.1 o •• -0. -0.0 
-0.' BO o. ~ 0.1 0·3 o. 0·8 o. 8 I o. o. I -0. o. -0. o. 
83 0.6 -0.1 
-0. " 0.1 -o.g O. 84 Ool o. I -o.g o.t -0. o. 85 o. 0.0 o. o.~ 0.0 o. 81 o. 0.1 -0. o. -0. a O. 
88 o. 0.1 -0. 1 0.2 -0.0 O. 
89 0.1 0.0 -0. _, 0.4 -O.Q O. 
SEPDT SCIEHCE QC RESULtS: 
LATITUDE BAND AVERAGE IHTERCO!PARISOH RESULTS 
POPULATIOM WEIGHTBD aA~RII RESULTS 1S. 
SEPDT SCIEBCE QC RESULTS: KARCH. 1979 
ST. DEVIATICHS OF DIP.lBRBILICBS: 
DAY P3 1'4 29 P10 211 P12 
60 0.6 0.7 1. ~ 1.1 0.8 O·l 6 • 0.7 0.8 1. 2.2 0.8 o. 
b3 0.8 0.1 2. , 1·1 1.4 0°1 b4 0.6 1.5 1. I • 0.7 o. 65 0.7 1.1 !. ~ 1. 0.1 o. 61 '.2 •• 8 .l. I. A •• 5 o • 68 Ool 0.6 1.1 1. O. j O.~ 69 o. 0.1 1.9 2·i o. o. 11 o. 1.5 t~ 1. 1. O. 7J. O. 0.8 a .- 0.1 0." 13 
0°1 
0.8 ~. R 
1
o! 0o ~ 0.5 15 I. 1.4 3. o. , . o·a 76 o. 3.g 1. 1 1. o. O. 11 O. I. 1.6 I • o. o.~ 19 0.7 2.1 1. a 1.~ o. o. BO 0.6 0.1 I. i o. 0.8 0·1 81 O.~ o.~ 1. o.~ o.g o. 83 o. I. 3. o. a. o. 
84 O. 0.8 1.5 1.0 O·l 0." 85 0.5 0.8 I. ; 
'°1 o. o.~ 81 1. ~ 1. J 2- 0 •. l·i O.~ 88 o. 1.0 I. I • O. o. 89 0.5 0.9 1. 9 1. 0.1 0.4 
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SEFDT SC~ENCB QC BESUliS: 
LAlIlUDE BAND AVEaAGB IHTBBCOaPliISOH iBSOLTS 
~O~ULATIOI WEIGHTED HATRIX RBSUlTS is. 
~EiDT SCIENCE QC RESULTS: A2iIL. 1919 
MEAJilS 01 DIll EiEtCBS: 
DAI 23 P" P9 210 Ell P12 
91 1. ~ -0.5 -0. & O.j -0. g Oaf • 93 o. -O.~ o. O. -0. O • 95 0.4 -0. o. 1 0.3 -0.1 O-l 
'J1 -0.7 O. 2.8 0.3 '.4 O. 99 0.5 O·a 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 10. 0.4 I. -0. I 0.4 -0 •• 0.2 
103 0.0 0.2 0.4 O.~ 0.2 -0.6 104 0.7 0.5 
-O'I O. -0. , 0.2 105 0·1 0.2 -0. 1. ~ -0. a o.~ 106 o. 0.2 0. o. -0.1 o. 
107 o.~ O.~ -0. l·a -0. 1 0.3 lad o. o. -a. 1 • 
-o·t 0.2 109 0·1 0.2 -0. t 1. J -0. o-i III -0. 0.'1 o. O. a." o. 112 o·l 0.3 -0.3 0.8 -0. 1 a.! 113 o. . 0.3 -0.2 1.4 -a. 1 o. 
liS 0.4 -0.3 0.0 0.5 -0.0 o. 
116 o.~ 0.4 -a. J o.~ -0. 1 o.j 
.. 1 o. 0." -0.4 •• -0.2 o. 118 0.6 0.4 -0.3 1.5 -0.1 O.j 119 0.6 0.4 -0.3 1.6 -0. , o. 
SElDT SCIBNCB QC RESULlS: 
LATITUDE BAND AVERAGE IjTERC08P1RISOI RESULTS 
202ULATIOj WEIGHTED MATRI! RESULTS is. 
SEFDT SCIENCE ~c RESULTS: A2BIL, 1919 
ST. DEVIATIOHS 01 DUIEBEHCBS: 
DAI 23 P4 P9 210 211 212 
91 0.8 2. 1 2.6 0.7 1.4 0.4 
9J I •• 1.8 2.1 0.9 I • .3 0.4 
95 1.2 1.7 3.4 0.7 1.6 0.4 
97 1.5 1.7 4.6 0.8 2.3 o.~ 99 1. g 1. ~ 2.7 o.~ 1.3 o. 10. o. I • ~.6 I. I. , 0.6 
103 1.3 1. " 2. ~ 1.4 1.5 l.l 104 0.4 2.1 1.6 1.4 0.7 0.6 lOS O.S 0.9 1. 1 2.3 o. ~ 0-1 106 0.4 0.9 1.6 , .6 o. o. 101 o. ~ 1. a 1. J 2·A O. ~ o. 108 o. '.0 I t • o. o. 109 0·3 1.0 1· 1.9 o. g o.g II. I. 1.3 ~. 1.3 I. o. 
112 o.~ 1. a 1. ~ 1·1 o. ~ O_j 113 o. 1.0 I. 2. o. o. 
115 0.9 2.0 3_t 1. 1.6 o. &16 0.5 I • I I. 1.7 0·1 o. 111 0.5 1.1 1. 2.~ o. 0.1 118 0.6 1.0 I. 2. o. 0.6 
119 0.5 1.0 1. 2.2 0.1 0.6 
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SEPDf SCIBICE QC BESULtS: 
LATITUDE BAND AVEBAGB IHTBBCOAPAaISOH BBSULTS 
EOEUL1!IOH WEIGH%ED HAIRII BESULTS VS. 
S~~DT SCIBICE QC BESULTS: !lAY. 1919 
ltEAJIIS 01 DI.FlBBBHCBS: 
DAf 23 £14 E9 £110 £111 212 
121 -O.~ 0.0 o. ~ 0.5 0·1 o.j 123 -0. 0.6 o. 0.4 o. ().. 
124 O.~ 0.6 -0. j O·t -0.1 O. 125 O. 0.& -0. t • -0 •• Oat 121 -0.1 0.2 0.2 o. " 0·1 o. 128 0.5 0.6 -0.3 .. ~ -0. o. 129 0.4 0.1 -0 ... 1. -0.2 0.4 
t 3l -0.6 0..9 I •• 0.5 0.6 0.3 
133 -1.0 0.9 2.1 0.8 1.2 0.4 
U16 0.3 0.8 -0.4 1.4 -0.2 0.4 
135 0.11 0.8 -0.4 1. g -0 .. 2 9.3 
l31 -0..6 1.3 0.4 O. 0.3 0.3 
139 -0.4 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.2 O.j 
140 0.2 0\6 -0.3 1.2 -0. a 8:" 141 0.3 0.9 -0.3 1.8 -0.1 143 -0.4 t. t -0. 1 1.0. -0.0 0.4 
144 0.2 O·a -0 ... 1. 1 -0. ~ 0.3 145 0.2 O. -0.4 1.3 -0. 0.3 
141 -O.~ 1. 1 0.9 1.0. 0.2 0.4 148 O. 0.9 -0.4 1.4 -0.2 0.4 
149 0.2 1·8 -0. ~ 2.0 -0.2 0.4 IS I o. l I • -0. t • , -0.3 0.16 
SEiDT SCIBICB QC BBSULIS: 
LATITUDE BAHD AVEBAGE IHTEBCOBPARISOB RESULTS 
EOPUl.ATIOB WEIGHTED !lArBII RESULTS VS. 
SEPDT SCIEJIICE QC RESULTS: HAY. 1919 
ST. DBVIATICHS 01 DIPFBRBJIICBS: 
DAf 23 £14 E9 210. £111 212 
121 1.4 1.5 3.4 1.2 1.5 0.6 
12l 0.9 I.; l 
.c. ~ I·i •• l 0.5 1216 0.5 1.0 1. 1. 0.6 0·2 125 0.6 1.0 1.5 1.9 0.6 o. 
121 1.0 1.6 2 ... 1.2 1.3 0.5 
l28 0.6 '.0. 1.3 1.9 0.6 0.6 129 0.·3 1. 1 1· 2.3 0.6 0.7 UI I. 1.4 4. 1.4 J.~ 0·1 133 2.0. 1.g s. 1 1.6 ~. O. 1316 0.6 I • 1.3 1.9 o. o. 
135 O.~ 1.0 1.3 2.1 a. i G.~ 131 I. 1.1 3. ~ .. ~ I. O. 139 1. ~ 1.4 3. 1. 1. ~ a·t 
'40. O. 1.6 1.4 
'·1 a. o. 141 0·8 1.0 1· a 2. 0..6 0., 143 , . t.3 .c. 1.8 I •• o. 
1416 O·t 1.g 1. ! 2.~ O·l 0., 145 o. I. l. 2. G. o. 
147 G.~ 1.6 2. 1.8 1. " O·Z 148 o. •• 0. 1.5 2.' 0.6 o. 149 O·l 0.9 j. ~ 2·1 0·3 o-z 15. G. . ., ~. 1 • • •• o. 
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SElDt SC~BICB QC RESDltS: 
Ll~TDDE BAlD AVERlGE II!EBCOaplB~SOI BEsaLts 
POPDLAT~OI iE~GHTBD alTBIX BESal!S VS. 
S~lDT SCIEHCE QC RESDLtS: JUIB. 1979 
SEAHS Of D~ll BBEICIS: 
DA~ P3 P4 P9 .P10 Pl1 P12 
152 0·1 l-S -0. ~ 1·8 -0.2 0.4 153 O. I • -0. 2. -0.2 0." 155 
-O·i 1.1 o. l 1.2 O.l 0.4 156 O. 1.0 -0.5 1.8 -0.2 0." 151 0·1 1·1 -0. ~ 2.~ -0·3 o.~ 159 -0. I • -0. I • -0. O. 
160 Ool 1.0 -0.6 1_ 6 -0.2 0." 161 . 1. 1 
-0. ~ 1. ~ -0. i 0.4 163 -0. 1.2 o. O. O. 0." 16~ o. 1.1 -0.2 1.6 -0.1 0." 1&5 0.2 I. 1 -0.3 1.8 -0. I 0.4 
161 -0.2 1.0 
-0 ~ O·t -0·3 O.l 168 0·1 1.0 -0: I • -0. 0.4 169 O. 1. & -0.5 1.1 -0.2 0.4 11. -0.2 I. 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.3 
112 0·1 1.1 -0.4 1. ~ -0. ~ 0·3 113 o. I. I 
-0. " • • -0. O. 115 -0.2 1. 1 0.3 0.6 o. 1 O.~ 116 0.2 I • I -O.l 1.2 -0 •• o. 
111 0.2 1. 1 -0. S 1. ~ -o.~ O·t 119 -0.1 I •• O. I O. O. . 
180 0.2 1.0 
-0. a 1. 1 -0.2 O. 18. 0.2 1.0 -0. 1.6 -0. , 0.4 
S&lDT SCIEICS we .SSDL7S: 
LATITUDE BAlD AVSBAGB LI~BBCOapAa~SOI RBSULTS 
POPULlTIOH iElGBTED alTaIl RESULTS is. 
SE£DT SCIEHCE QC RESULTS: JaIB. 1979 
ST. DEV~ATIQHS OF DllIBB1UICBS: 
DAf P3 P4 .P9 .Pl0 Pl1 .P12 
152 0.7 O.~ 1.3 2.g 0·9 0·2 153 0.6 O. 1.5 2. O. O. 
155 0.9 1.0 1. 7 1.9 0.9 O·Z 156 0.7 1.0 I. " 1.9 0.6 o. 151 0.6 o.~ 1. i 2. a 0.6 0·8 159 0.7 • • I. I • 0.6 I • 160 0.6 0.9 1. ~ 2.1 0.5 0.1 
16 I 0.7 0.8 1.3 1.8 0.6 0.6 
163 le l 0.9 2.8 le~ 1o J O·x 164 O. 0.1 4. , • • O. o. 165 o. 0.8 1. " 1o j O. O.~ 161 I. J 0.8 ~. I I • I. O. 1&8 O. . O.J 1. 3 1. o. 00' 169 O. O. I. " I • 0.6 O. 111 1.~ 0.9 tR l·l 1.0 o. 112 o. 0.8 • • 0.7 o. 17l 0·8 0.1 1. 4 1
°1 0°1 
O. 
• 75 I. 0.9 ~ .. • • o. 0." 176 0., 0.7 1.3 1. O. 0°1 177 o. 0.8 I. ~ I • o. O. 179 1.1 0·9 1. 1.~ O. O. 180 0.7 o. I. I • o. O. 
181 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 0.4 o. 
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SBlDr SC~E.CI QC RBSULIS: 
LAtITUDB BAlD AYBaAGB I.fliC08PIIISO. IISU~fS iOiULATIOI WBIGHTBD BITRII BESO~!S 1$. 
SElDT SC~BICB QC iESOL!S: JOLt, 1979 
SEAlS O. D:Il'I'BBBICIS: 
DAI R3 , .. P9 Pto P11 .tl 
183 O. 1.0 -G., O. -0. O. 
1811 S: O.J -s·' 1. -0. o. 185 o. . • • -0 • o. l87 o. 1.0 -0. o. -0. 0 .. 
IS8 o. 0.9 -G. 1. -0. O. 
189 O. O.~ 
-S· 1. -0. O. III O. O. . O. -0. 3: . 1 2 o. 0.9 - . 1. -0. _ 193 0." 0.9 
-O·i I. -0. o. • 195 o. 0_1 -1. O. -0 .. o. 196 o. O. -0. I • -0 •. O. 191 O. o·a -0. o. -0. o. 199 g~ O. -0. I. -0. o. 200 0., 
-s· 1. -0. B: 20a o. O. .. I. -0. 203 o. 0-9 -0. o. -0. -0. 20' o. o. -0. o. -0. o. 205 o.! 0°1 
-0. o. -0. 0 .. 
201 o. o. -0. o. -0. o. 208 o. o. -0. t. -0.· o. 209 o.! o. -0. I." -0. o. 211 o. O·l -0. D.! -0. Q. 212 o. o. -0. t. -0. o. 
SI!'D! SCI liCK QC aBSOt!s: 
LA%lTUDI BAlD AYERAGE ~ITBBCOBPAilSOI iESULTS 
POPULA~LOI WBZGB~BD 5A7&LX BBSU.~S YS. 
S81DT SCIEICB QC RESULTS: JULI, .979 
ST. DDIAT~Q.S O~ Dll'.IREICiS: 
DAt R3 P" 119 itO III P12 
18l 
'0, 
1
°1 1. 20j 0.9 00, ISJ o. o. I. I. o. o. 18 o. o. 1. 1. o. o. 181 o. o. I. I. o. o •.. lS8 o. o. 1. 1. o. o. 
la9 o. o. I. t:~ o. G. 191 o. o. 1. o. o. 192 o. o. I. I • o. o. 19) O. o. 1. 1. o. o. 
195 o. D ... 1: I. o. o. 196 G. D. 1. o. o. 
a91 o. 
00' 
a. 2. o. o. 
199 O. 1. 1. 1.6 o. o. 
200 o. o. a •. 
'·a o. (). ~Qt o. o. 1 •. 1. o. o. 203 o. I. I. ~: I. l. 2011 o. 0.8 1. o. 0-. 
205 7:1 '0' 
I. i: Q. o. 201 o. 1. S: o. 208 o. o. a., ,- 0·. 
209 o. o. 1.- 1 .. o. 0 •. 
211 o. 0.9 a. I. Q. o. 
21l 0 ... 0.9 1. 1 .. 0.- 0 .. 
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SEIDl SCIIICK gc aBSULfS: 
LArZ~UDB BAlD AVERAGE I.~BBCOBPAaZSOI BBSUL!S 
ROPULA~IOI WEIGHTBD BlTaIl iBSUlfS 'Sa 
SKID! SCIBICB gc BBSOL!S: AOGOst, 1919 
BBAIS 01 DIIPDBICIS: 
DAI P3 P4 P9 Pl0 Pl1 P12 
213 O.~ 0.6 -0. 1.5 
-0·1 0°1 215 o. 0.6 -0. 0.6 -0. O. 216 0.8 O.~ -0. l·i -0. o. 
• 211 0.6 o • 
-S· a. -Oat o. 219 0·9 0.5 - . 1.0 -0. O. :l20 O. o.~ -0. 0.) -0. O. 221 o. I o. -0. 1. -0.0 O. 223 O. 0.4 -0. 0., -O·t O. 22li O·a 0.1 -0. o. -0. o. 225 o. 0.4 -a. I • 
-0°1 o. 221 00' 0.5 -1. O·t -0. O. 228 o. O.~ -0. t. . O. 229 0., o. 
:8:1 1. -0. O. 23 t O. 0.4& 0O! -O·i 0°1 232 O·l o.~ -0. o. -0. o. 233 O. O. -0. t. -0 •• o. 235 O.~ -O.l o. O. 0.0 O. 236 o. 0.4 -0. O. -0.' O. 
231 0·1 0.5 -0. 1.1 -0. t O.~ 239 -0. -0.& Oaf 0.4 -O·S O. 2liO O·l 0.4 -0. 0.9 -0. O·i 2li I o. 0.2 ~O. t.O -0. o. 
243 -0.5 0.'+ 1. ,. 0 .. 5 0.6 o. 
SBIDT seZERCE QC RBSULtS: 
LA~TUDB BAlD AYBilGB IIfBBCOBP1BISOI BBSOLTS 
POPULl!IOI iRIGHXED BlTaIl RESULts 15. 
SEIDT SClBleE gc BBSOLTS: AUGOS!, 1919 
ST. DBVI1TlCIS 01 DllIKiBICJS: 
OAf 23 24 pg 210 l? 11 P12 
213 0.1 O.~ 1. J 1·1 O. ~ o. 215 O·f O. 1. , , . O. G. 216 . 0.8 1. . 0.6 O. 
211 O. 0.9 1. 2. o. o. 
219 OOj 0.9 1. 1. o. o. 220 O. 0.9 I. I.S o. O. 
2:l1 o. O.g 1. 1
°1 
O. o. 
223 o. O. I: I. O. I. 22_ 0.5 1.4 1. O. O. 
225 O. 0.9 I. " I. o. O. 221 o. 1.0 2.~ le3 1. o. 228 o. 0.9 I. I. o. O. 229 O. 0.9 1. 2. O. 
0°1 23. o. l·i I. t: O. O. ~32 O. o. 1. O. O. 
2J3 O. lal I. I. O. O. 235 1. 2. .... 1. 1. O • .I.. 
236 
8:1 
o. la I. o. O. 
231 1~i 1. 1. O. O. 239 I. I a 3. • • I • o. 240 O. 1. ~ 1. 1. O. o. 2li I O. • • I • 2. O. G. 243 1. O. l. 1. 1. O. 
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SE1DT SCIBICE QC BESULTS: 
LA~rUOB BllO AVERAGE IITBBCOlPABISOI IBSU£TS 
FOPULAfLOK WRIGHfBD ftAT&LX RB5UL!S V5. 
SxrOT SCIEICR QC BESULrS: SBPTE8BJa. 1979 • 
!SEAKS 01 DUJ'BUICBS: 
DAY 1'3 P4 pg 1'10 I'll P12 
2"" 0°1 0.6 -0. J 0.6 -O.l o. 245 o. 0.1 o. 8:i 0.4 G. 247 o. -0.4 -0. -0·1 o. 248 o. 0.4 
-0. t o. . o. 249 o. 0.4 -0 •. o. -0. o. 
25t 
··t o.~ -4. ! o. -o.! o. 252 o. o. -0. 0.4 -0 .. o. 
253 0.6 o. -0. o.! -0. o. 255 
-0·1 -0.1 o. a o. 
0
O! 0 .. 256 o. o.~ -0. o.} o. o. 257 o.~ o. -0. ~ o. -0. o. 259 o. 0.6 Q. o. o. o. 
260 0°1 o.~ -0. 0.2 -0. o. 261 o. o. 0., 0.4 o. o. 263 o. 
-0°1 o. 0·1 o·a o. 264 o. o. -0. o. . o. 2&5 o. o. -0.0 o. 0o i o. 267 
-'·i o. 3:1 o·A I. o. 268 o. o. . o. -0. 269 o. o. o. -0. o. o. 
271 -0.2 0.5 1.8 -0.1 1. & o. 272 0.4 0.6 o. -0.3 o. o. 273 0.4 0.6 o. -O.l 0.0 -0. 
SIIDT SCIIICE QC BBSULtS: 
LATXTUDB BAlD AiBRAGB ZMTBBCOaPlaISOM BBSUL!S 
I'OPULATIOI WEIGHTED I1TIII BESULTS VS. 
SEID! SCLEICB gc BBSOLZS: 5EPTB4BJa. 1919 
ST. DEYIA~IOIS 0' D1PJ'B~BICBS: 
DAt P3 I'4 P9 1'10 Pl1 P12 
2"4 0.6 l·t 1. l·f o. 0.4 245 a. a 2. 2. I • a. o. 241 1. 1. ~ 2. 1. 1. 8: 248 o. ·0. I. ,.! o. 249 o.~ 0.9 1. 1. o. o. 25& 
a:1 2.~ i: o. •• o. 252 1. 1.4 o. o. 253 o. 1. I. I- o. o. 255 1. 2.~ 3. 1. 1. o. 256 o. I. I. I. o. 0·1 257 o. 
1
o ~ 1. 1. o. I: 259 o. I. l. l. o. 260 o·i 1. . 1. 1. o. o.t 26. o. o. I. a. o. 
·°1 263 1.~ 1.~ 2. o. 1. I: 26_ o. o. 1. I. o. 265 o. 1·1 1 .. 1 .. 0 .. G •. 261 ~~ I. 4. o. a. 3:! 2i8 o. 1. 1·1 o. 269 o. I.J I. I. o. In 1 .. 1 .. 3. l·l I. o. 212 o. 0-3 I. I. 0 .. t. 213 o. 1. 1. 1. o. o. 
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SIPD! SCIIICK QC BBSUI.!S: 
LltITUDE BllD lYBB1GB IITlBCOIPIIISOI BISUL!S 
POPULA~IO' VRIGHTBD SlTBXX BESULTS IS. 
SB'DT SC~BICB QC BBSULrS: OerOBIB, 1919 
llBAlIS 01 Dl~]'pIBB.CIS: 
DAr P3 P4 29 P10 Pl1 e12 
~l~ 8: 8:i 8:' :8:1 8: a :g: 211 o. o. o. -0. o. 1 -0. 219- -0. O. O. -I. 0.0 -0. 
280 o. 0.1 ~ -0.5 0.1 -0. 
281 o. 0.1 o. -I." o.t -0. 283 -0. 0.1 s.. -0 •. 4 O. -0. 
28' O. 0.7 . -0.9 o. -0. 
285 0.; 0.1 O.l -l.l o. 1 -Oal 
281 O. 0.6 -a.! -O.J -0.3 -0. 288 O. 0.1 o. -0. o. 1 -0. 
289 O. 0.1 O. -l. 0.1 -0.1 
291·········································· 
292* •• ••••• •••• ••• ••••• •••••• ... ••••••••••••• 93....... 0.1 •••
295 0.6 -0.1 -2. -0.5 -1a -0. 
29' 0.1 0.8 o. -1.1 o. -0. 
291 o. 0.1 O. -2., o. -0. 
299 O. . 0.3 -I. -.. -0. -0. 
laO O.i 0.8 ~ -1. o. -0. 301 o. 0.9 O. -l. O. -0. 
l03 o. 0.5 -0. -·1. -0. -0. 
lO~ O. o.a 0.4 -1.6 o. -~. 
51'DT SClllCK QC BISOLIS: 
LAfITODB BAlD AVEBAGB IITBBOOKP1&ISOI BBSOL7S 
POPUL1!XOI WEIGHTID SltBlX aBSOtT5 15. SBPD~ SCIIICE QC BESULtS: oerOBBB, 1979 
sr. DBYIATIOIS or D~'BaBICBS: 
DAr P3 Pit 19 Pl0 PI t P12 
275 oai 0.9 1. '.1 0.8 0.4 2~6 o. 0.9 t: 1. 0.7 O.j ~~l g: ~:~ 4. 2: . ~: ,: . 
280 o. 0.9 1. 1. O. O. jlJ ~:: ~:Y A: ~: ~: 8:
1 
28" 0.6 1.0 I. 2. O. O. 
285 0.6 1.1 1. 2. O. o. 
287 2.i 1.0 3. 1. I. O. 288 O. 0.8 1. 2. O. O. 289 o. 0.8 I. 2. O. O. 29.······ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
29f········································· 29 ........................................ . 29 l·i 1.9 t. 1.91. o·t 296 o. 0.1  2.7 Q. O. 291 O. O. L 28i O. O. 299 1. 2. 2. 2.. I. O. 
300 O. 0.9 L 2. o. O. 
301 Oai I.' I. 2. O. O. 
303 1. 1.8 2. 2. 1. s-I 304 O. 0.1 I. 2. I. • 
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APPENDIX E. 
DSAS Alpha and Beta Angles Having Equal Values 
The DSAS alpha angle was equal to the beta angle in at least one 
major frame in each of the orbits listed below. This was due to 
apr a b I em i nth e Level 0 pro d u c t (I L T) • Th i s pro b I em did not 
affect any solar irradiances. 
JULIAN DAY 
320 
321 
322 
324 
325 
326 
328 
329 
330 
332 
333 
334 
336 
337 
338 
340 
341 
342 
344 
345 
346 
348 
349 
350 
352 
353 
354 
356 
357 
358 
360 
361 
362 
364 
365 
1 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
11 
ffiBIT(S) 
316, 319, 323, 327 
332, 336, 337, 339 
342, 346, 351, 355 
372, 376, 377, 383 
391 
403, 404, 408 
430 
439, 445, 451 
454, 458, 460, 461, 463 
481, 485, 487, 492, 493 
495, 497, 502, 507 
510, 512, 519 
537 
555, 562 
569, 572 
600 
612, 618 
620, 626, 627 
654, 656, 659 
671, 673 
675, 686 
703, 711, 715 
722 
734, 735 
757,761,770 
774, 783 
789, 796 
813, 820 
827, 828, 830 
842, 845 
881 
885, 889, 893, 895 
901, 908 
926 
939, 945 
952, 959 
979, 981, 983, 985 
993, 997, 1001, 1003, 1005 
1006, 1007, 1013, 1017 
1039, 1041, 1043 
1048, 1053, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1059 
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1069 
1091 
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APPENDIX E. DSAS Alpha and Beta Equal 
(Con t i nued) 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
12 1103, 1114 
13 1120, 1122, 1124, 1126, 1128, 1130 
15 1146, 1149, 1151 
16 1162 
19 1200 
20 1216, 1218, 1222 
21 1235 ~ 
23 1257, 1261, 1266, 1268 
25 1293, 1295 
27 1315, 1319, 1320 
29 1340, 1342, 1351 
31 1369, 1374 
33 1401, 1406 
35 1429, 1432, 1434 
37 1453 
39 1480, 1482, 1485, 1487 
40 1491, 1503 
41 1513 
43 1535, 1542, 1544 
44 1549 
45 1561, 1567 
47 1587, 1589, 1596, 1597, 1599, 1600 
48 1606, 1611, 1614 
49 1615, 1621 
51 1646, 1649, 1653, 1655 
52 1657, 1664 
55 1698 
57 1728, 1736 
59 1761, 1764 
60 1778 
61 1780, 1784, 1785, 1791, 1793 
63 1809, 1812, 1813, 1816 
64 1828, 1834 
65 1837, 1845, 1846, 1848 
67 1867, 1875 
68 1881, 1883 
69 1892, 1895, 1901, 1903 
71 1920, 1925, 1929 
72 1934, 1943 
·73 1952 
75 1977, 1978, 1983, 1986 
76 1989, 1993, 1994, 1996 
77 2003, 2006 
79 2035 
80 2045, 2050 
81 2060, 2062 
83 2089 
84 2101, 2104 
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APPENDIX E. DSAS Alpha and Beta Equal 
(Con t i nued) 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
85 2118, 2119, 2123, 2124 
87 2149 
88 2156, 2158, 2161, 2163 
89 2169, 2170, 2173 
93 2223, 2225, 2228, 2232, 2233, 2235, 
2336 
95 2251, 2253, 2256, 2261 
97 2285, 2286 
99 2309, 2311, 2315, 2317 
100 2319 
101 2342, 2344 
104 2382, 2386, 2387 
107 2426 
108 2430, 2432, 2436, 2439 
109 2447, 2456 
III 2472 
112 2488, 2499 
113 2501, 2502, 2503, 2505, 2506, 2507, 
2511, 2512 
115 2531, 2534 
116 2545, 2550 
117 2555, 2257, 2560, 2564 
118 2574, 2580 
119 2586, 2588, 2589, 2594 
121 2615, 2619, 2621 
123 2639, 2640, 2641, 2650 
124 2652, 2653, 2656, 2659, 2660 
125 2666, 2668, 2677 
127 2694, 2700, 2702, 2703, 2704 
128 2706, 2716, 2717, 2718 
129 2728, 2729, 2731, 2733 
131 2748, 2749, 2756, 2761 
133 2779, 2780 
134 2791, 2792, 2795, 2797, 2801 
135 2803, 2807, 2810, 2811, 2816 
137 2832, 2839, 2840 
139 2863, 2864 
140 2875, 2876, 2879 
141 2887, 2892 
143 2916, 2925 
144 2930, 2933, 2938 
145 2953 
147 2971, 2972, 2981, 2982 
148 2988 
149 2998, 3001, 3006 
152 3048, 3049 
153 3058, 3062 
155 3091, 3092 
E-3 
JULIAN 
156 
157 
159 
160 
161 
163 
164 
165 
167 
168 
169 
171 
172 
173 
175 
176 
177 
179 
180 
181 
183 
184 
185 
187 
188 
189 
191 
192 
193 
196 
197 
199 
200 
201 
203 
204 
205 
207 
208 
209 
211 
212 
213 
215 
216 
217 
219 
APPENDIX E. DSAS Alpha and Beta Equal 
(Con t i nued) 
DAY ffiBIT(S) 
3100, 3103 
3108 
3146 
3149, 3150 
3164, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172 
3202 
3211 
3218, 3221, 3224 
3246, 3250 
3262, 3263, 3266, 3267 
3276, 3279, 3284 
3301 
3320, 3321 
3329, 3339 
3367, 3369 
3370, 3374, 3379, 3383 
3395 
3412, 3415, 3416, 3420 
3426, 3431, 3437 
3441, 3443, 3448 
3471, 3476, 3477 
3482, 3485, 3486, 3487, 3488 
3494 
3523, 3526 
3540, 3542 
3552 
3589 
3597 
3608, 3609, 3610 
3649, 3658 
3671, 3673 
3690, 3694, 3697 
3702, 3707 
3715, 3718, 3719, 3720, 3722, 
3728 
3743, 3747 
3762, 3764 
3778, 3779 
3799, 3800, 3805, 3809 
3812, 3813, )814, 3821, 3823 
3828, 3831, 3834, 3835, 3837 
3856, 3859, 3865 
3871, 3874, 3875, 3876 
3882, 3887, 3888 
3910, 3911, 3912, 3914, 3916, 
3926, 3932, 3933 
3936, 3942, 3944, 3949 
3968, 3972, 3974, 3976 
E-4 
-: 
3724, 
3920 
APPENDIX E. DSAS Alpha and Beta Egual 
(Continued) 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
220 3978, 3982, 3985, 3989 
221 3992, 3993, 4001, 4002 
223 4023, 4027 
224 4035, 4037, 4046 
225 4047, 4048, 4050 
227 4075, 4076,.4077, 4081, 4086 
228 4089, 4090, 409.8 
229 4102, 4110 
231 4131, 4136, 4138, 4140, 4142 
232 4147, 4149, 4150, 4156 
233 4159, 4160, 4161, 4165, 4167 
235 4188, 4196, 4197 
236 4202, 4203, 4207, 4211 
237 4223 
239 4247 
240 4263, 4265 
241 4269, 4270, 4273, 4278, 4279 
243 4298, 4301, 4303, 4304, 4305 
244 4313 
245 4326, 4330 
248 4369, 4370, 4373 
249 4382, 4383, 4386, 4390 
251 4417 
252 4420 
253 4437, 4446 
255 4462, 4464, 4465, 4467, 4468 
256 4475, 4481, 4485 
257 4490, 4494, 4497, 4501 
259 4524, 4528 
260 4535, 4537 
261 4551 
263 4581, 4585 
264 4590 
265 4603, 4611 
267 4629, 4630, 4632, 4633, 4634, 4639 
268 4747, 4651, 4654 
269 4656, 4661, 4662, 4664, 4667 
271 4686, 4687, 4694 
272 4698, 4700, 4702, 4704 
275 4741, 4748, 4750 
276 4760, 4765 
277 4774 
279 4795, 4802 
280 4807, 4810, 4814, 4815, 4818 
281 4823, 4828, 4832, 4833 
283 4850 
284 4862, 4871, 4872 
285 4880, 4888 
E-5 
JULIAN 
287 
288 
289 
291 
292 
293 
295 
296 
297 
299 
300 
301 
303 
304 
305 
APPENDIX E. DSAS Alpha and Beta Equal 
(Continued) 
DAY CRBIT(S) 
4913 
4922, 4925, 4929 
4932, 4934, 4938, 4942 
4968 
4986 
4994, 4999 
5016, 5018, 5020, 5028 
5035, 5036 
5042, 5049, 5054 
5071, 5075, 5079, 5080 
5083, 5092 
5101, 5105 
5126, 5130, 5134, 5135 
5139, 5143, 5149 
5152 
E-6 
APPENDIX F. 
DSAS Beta Angle Out of Limits 
The DSAS beta angle was out of limits (+180 0 ) for at least 
one m a jar frame in the f a I low in gar bit s • Th e- or i gin oft he err a r 
is the Level 0 product (ILT). Solar irradiances were not 
affected. 
JULIAN DAY ffiBIT(S) 
1 963 
3 980, 989, 990, 991 
4 992, 994, 995, 1002, 1004 
5 1009, 1010, 1012, 1015 
7 1038, 1040, 1043 
8 1053 
267 4631 
268 4646, 4648, 4650, 4651 
269 4657, 4660-4666 
271 4684, 4695 
272 4697 
273 4710 
F-l 
APPENDIX G. 
DSAS Beta Angle Incrementing Rapidly 
The D 5 A 5 bet a a n g I e c han g edt a a rap i d I Y (2 a / rna jar frame) for 
at least one major frame in the following orbits. The origin of 
the err a r i s the Level 0 pro d u ct. 5 a 1 a r i r r ad ian c e s we r e not 
affected. 
JULIAN DAY ffiBIT(S) 
1 963 
3 989, 990, 991 
4 992, 993, 994, 995, 1002, 1004 
5 1009, 1010, 1012, 1015 
7 1040, 1043 
8 1053, 1056 
9 1067 
267 4631, 4632, 4634, 4638 
268 4646, 4648, 4650, 4651 
269 4660-4666 
271 4684, 4695 
272 4697 
273 4710 
G-l 
APPENDIX H. 
Channels 1 and 3 Shutter Status Change 
The Channel I/Channel 3 shutter status changed in the solar data 
for the orbits listed below. This can cause a problem because 
i r r a d ian c e d a t a from the shu t t ere d c han n e 1 ma y h a v e con t rib ute d 
to the computed mean irradiances in the solar orbital summary 
• records. 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
.. 
320 322, 326, 327 
332 490 
342 632 
12 1115, 1116 
41 1517 
44 1556 
84 2109 
106 2415 
118 2573 
144 2932 
168 3263 
173 3328 
192 3595 
216 3927, 3928 
240 4~28 
264 4590 
299 5075 
301 5101 
304 5152 
H-l 
.. 
APPENDIX I. 
Times in TO-13 Frames> 13 Minutes from ·the Solar Peak 
The tim e i nth e T 0 - 1 3 frame s wa s rna ret han 13 min ute s from the 
s a I a r pea k due t a a d a tag a p for the f a I low in gar bit s . Th is 
could have slightly affected the irradiance calculation. 
JULIAN DAY ffiBIT(S) 
329 439 
337 55.0, 551 
356 819 
15 1145 
21 1228 
27 1320 
29 1345 
40 1501 
57 1726 
103 2367 
115 2534 
139 2867 
201 3725 
212 3875 
237 4221 
245 4330 
252 4423 
264 4598 
291 4959 
301 5099 
I-I 
.. 
APPENDIX J. 
Times in TO+13 Frames> 13 Minutes from the Solar Peak 
The tim e i nth e T 0 + 13 frame s we r e rna ret han 13 min ute s from the 
s a I a r pea k due t a a d a tag a p for the f a I low in gar bit s • Th i s 
could have slightly affected the irradiance calculation. 
JULIAN DAY ffiBIT(S) 
342 620 
1 952 
11 1089 
16 1165 
17 1173 
48 1602 
55 1703 
57 1726 
71 1928 
72 1934 
125 2666 
134 2799 
140 2877 
156 3094, 3095 
160 3150 
165 3219 
167 3247 
175 3357 
176 3371 
177 3385 
179 3412 
181 3440 
191 3578 
193 3606 
201 3718 
207 3799 
209 3827 
212 3872 
233 4158 
279 4794 
292 4974 
J-l 
.. 
APPENDIX K. 
Data Gap at TO 
The following orbits had a data gap within.±.3 minutes of the 
solar peak which could have affected the irradiance calculation: 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
325 388, 389 
326 405 
328 430 
329 448 
333 505 
336 539 
340 592, 596 
345 662, 664, 667 
348 715 
349 725 
350 742 
352 769 
354 792 
358 841 
364 936 
3 981 
4 992 
8 1049, 1055 
17 1173, 1179, 1185 
21 1240 
27 1312, 1313 
29 1341 
40 1502 
43 1544 
49 1616 
53 1683 
57 1726 
61 1783, 1789 
65 1837 
67 1866, 1868 
75 1981 
83 2087 
85 2121, 2122 
99 2307 
.100 2319 
III 2477, 2479 
113 2509 
123 2638 
127 2694 
128 2706 
133 2780 
134 2790 
135 2816 
K-1 
JULIAN DAY 
137 
161 
165 
169 
172 
176 
177 
180 
188 
189 
197 
201 
203 
204 
205 
209 
212 
219 
223 
233 
243 
245 
247 
259 
271 
293 
303 
APPENDIX K. Data Gap at TO 
(Con t i nued) 
ffiBIT(S) 
2836 
3164 
3222 
3274, 3282 
3316 
3378 
3385 
3426, 3430 
3541 
3552 
3666 
3723 
3743 
3759, 3766 
3777 
3826 
3874 
3970 
4025 
4169 
4304 
4330 
4357 
4528, 4530 
4689 
4996 
5135 
K-2 
.. 
APPENDIX L. 
Southern Terminator/MSE Time Difference> 16 Seconds 
The di fference between the Southern Terminator time and the MSE 
tim e was g rea t e r t han 1 6 sec 0 n d s for the 0 r bit s lis ted below. 
Some possible explanations are: 
1) gamma angle testing (Days 321 - 322). 
2) misalignment of the spacecraft. 
JULIAN DAY ffiSIT(S) 
321 329 , 330, 333, 334, 336, 337, 338, 
339, 340, 341 
322 342, 343 , 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 
349, 350, 351 
342 629 
352 757, 758 
354 788 
360 871, 879, 881 
361 882, 888, 894, 895 
362 896, 898, 908 
364 924, 925 , 927, 929, 930, 932, 934, 
935, 936 
365 937 , 938, 939, 941, 944, 946, 947, 
948, 949 
1 951-964 
3 979-988 
4 992, 994, 1005 
5 1006 
7 1034 , 1035, 1041, 1044, 1045, 1046, 
1047 
8 1048, 1049, 1051, 1056 
12 1112 
32 1394 
45 1572 
85 2121 
235' 4198 
243 4304 
288 4918 
301 5098 
L-1 
APPENDIX M. 
Orbits Missing Solar Data 
Orb its w h i c h h a vel e sst han 110 sol a r d at are cor d s are lis ted 
below. There is a possibility that these orbits are severely 
imp act e d b Y d a tag a p s • I tis r e c c onme n d edt hat the y be r e j e c ted 
from use in any scientific investigation. 
DAY 
332 
44 
60 
84 
85 
106 
118 
144 
168 
216 
240 
249 
264 
CRBIT 
490 
1552 
1773 
2105 
2121 
2411 
2568 
2928 
3259 
3923 
4254 
4387 
4586 
M-l 
RECCRD COUNT 
104 
90 
106 
90 
106 
90 
90 
90 
104 
90 
90 
106 
104 
APPENDIX N. 
Orbits with Off-Axis Angle > 0.5~ 
The orbits listed below had off-axis angles greater than 0.5 0 • 
The a c cur a c y oft h e s a I a r i r r ad ian c e s wa sse v ere I y imp act e d by 
sol arc han n e 1 ass e m b 1 y m i sal i 9 n men t • I tis r e c omme n d edt hat 
users perform corrections for these off-axis effects before using 
-: this data. 
JULIAN DAY 
320 
321 
322 
332 
334 
336 
337 
338 
340 
345 
346 
348 
349 
350 
352 
356 
357 
358 
360 
361-8 
9 
11 
12 
19 
20 
21 
29 
31 
33 
40 
41 
43 
44 
45 
47 
101 
104 
106 
107 
108 
109 
ffiSIT(S) 
315-320 
329-341 
342-351 
481, 493, 494 
508, 519-521 
536, 537, 546-549 
550-552, 560-563 
564-567, 573-576 
591-595, 599 
672 
675 
702, 703, 712-715 
716-719, 726-729 
731-735, 739-743 
757-766 
813, 826 
827, 828, 838, 839 
840-843, 851-853 
868-873, 876-881 
882-1056, 1061 
1074 
1089-1092, 1100, 1101 
1109, 1110 
1210-1213 
1215, 1220-1222 
1231, 1233, 1235 
1339-1340, 1348-1351 
1366-1369, 1375-1378 
1394-1401 
1502 
1505, 1516, 1517 
1533, 1543-1545 
1547, 1556, 1557 
1559-1561, 1569-1572 
1587-1589, 1596, 1597 
2340 
2381 
2410 
2423 
2436, 2438 
2449 
N-l 
APPENDIX N. 
JULIAN DAY 
III 
116 
117 
139 
141 
143 
144 
145 
147 
148 
157 
159 
160 
161 
163 
164 
165 
177 
179 
180 
181 
183 
184 
185 
187 
188 
189 
191 
192 
193 
196 
199 
201 
204 
205 
207 
208 
209 
211 
212 
213 
215 
224 
225 
227 
228 
229-235 
236 
Orbits with Off-Axis Angle> 0.5Q 
(Con t i nued) 
CRBIT(S) 
2474 
2547 
2563 
2872 
2886, 2887, 2898 
2914-2916, 2927 
2930, 2939, 2941 
2942, 2943, 2950, 2952 
2973, 2975-2978 
2989-2991 
3120 
3147 
3162 
3164 
3191, 3192 
3207 
3221-3224, 3226 
3397 
3412 
3427, 3437, 3438 
3439-3441, 3451, 3452 
3467, 3468, 3478-3480 
3481, 3483 
3494-3497, 3506, 3507 
3522-3524, 3526, 3533-3535 
3536-3539, 3547-3549 
3550, 3551, 3562, 3563 
3577-3580, 3585, 3588-3590 
3593-3595, 3602-3604 
3605-3608, 3611, 3612 
3654 
3691, 3693, 3696-3699 
3721, 3723 
3764 
3777, 3779 
3805-3808 
3820 
3831, 3833-3836 
3858-3863 
3869-3877 
3884-3892 
3911-3916, 3922 
4039-4043 
4052, 4054-4057 
4079-4084 
4090-4099 
4104-4193 
4203-4207 
N-2 
APPENDIX N. Orbits with Off-Axis Angle > 0.5£ 
(Con t i nued) 
JULIAN DAY ffiBIT(S) 
237 4215-4222, 4224 
239 4242-4252 
a 240 4256-4264 
243 4300-4303 
244 4313-4316 
245 4327-4334 
247 4351-4362, 4364 
248-249 4365-4391 
251 4412-4416, 4418 
252 4420, 4421, 4433 
253 4434, 4435 
257 4494, 4496 
259 4529, 4530 
264 4593 
265 4603, 4604, 4609, 4610, 4612 
272 4701, 4702, 4704-4707 
273 4712, 4722 
279 4800, 4802 
280 4812-4816 
281 4824-4828 
287 4908, 4910, 4915-4917 
288 4919, 4929, 4930 
289 4932, 4933, 4943 
296 5033, 5034, 5036 
297 5043-5045, 5052-5055 
299 5070, 5071, 5082 
300 5085, 5096 
301 5097, 5110 
N-3 
1/ 
... 
I 
APPENDIX O. 
Orbits with Off-Axis Angle> 1.0£ 
The orbits listed below had off-axis angles greater than 1°. 
These orbits are judged to be unrecoverable. Users should reject 
them from any scientific investigations. 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
321 329, 330, 333-341 
322 342-351 
340 591, 592 
350 743 
352 757-759 
360 868, 879-881 
361 882, 883, 893, 895 
362 896-899, 905-908 
364 924-936 
365 937-939, 941-949 
1 951-964 
3 979-988 
4 992, 993, 1003-1005 
5 1006-1008, 1017-1019 
7 1034-1047 
8 1048-1056 
31 1378 
47 1587 
187 3534 
213 3888 
215 3913-3916 
228 4094 
229 4107-4109, 4111, 4112 
231 4134-4140, 4143 
232 4148-4155 
233 4159, 4161-4169 
235 4185, 4187-4192 
239 4246-4248 
240 4257-4264 
247 4355-4360 
248 4368-4376 
249 4379, 4382-4390 
297 5042 
0-1 
APPENDIX P. 
Orbits Having DSAS Elevation Angle> 1£ 
The orbits listed below had DSAS elevation angles greater than 
1°. These orbits are judged to be unrecoverable. Users should 
reject them from any scientific investigation. 
JULIAN DAY CRBIT(S) 
321 329, 330, 333-341 
322 342-351 
325 389 
328 430 
349 717, 726, 728 
350 739, 741, 743 
352 757, 758 
356 826 
357 838 
358 849, 853 
360-3 868-989 
4 992, 1004, 1005 
5 1006, 1014, 1018 
7-8 1034-1056, 1060 
11 1089, 1093, 1095, 1097 
15 1145 
16 1160 
19 1203 
20 1216 
29 1349, 1351 
31 1367 
33 1367 
39 1477, 1489 
41 1506 
44 1557 
45 1560, 1562, 1572 
65 1848 
85 2121 
189 3552 
205 3777 
243 4304 
P-l 
I 
APPENDIX Q. 
Channel 11/12 Comparison 
This appendix contains the results of the Channel 11/12 
comparison. Irradiances and differences have units of 
Watts/m2 . 
DAY 
320 
322 
332 
334 
340 
342 
354 
361 
365 
1 
12 
19 
35 
37 
41 
44 
49 
60 
65 
73 
84 
89 
101 
106 
117 
118 
129 
139 
144 
148 
159 
167 
168 
172 
192 
205 
209 
216 
235 
237 
239 
240 
257 
CHANNEL 11 
289.1 
177.9 
181.2 
372.4 
318.8 
291. 4 
359.4 
356.2 
292.5 
371.2 
297.6 
364.2 
393.1 
372.1 
359.7 
299.1 
391.9 
307.1 
388.3 
363.6 
288.9 
161.8 
389.6 
310.4 
326.5 
281.6 
373.3 
185.1 
298.4 
388.1 
16.3 
330.9 
292.5 
369.6 
295.1 
366.4 
-307.2 
299.7 
321.2 
398.3 
304.9 
285.4 
360.4 
CHANNEL 12 
286.7 
177.5 
178.1 
317.0 
191. 4 
288.8 
358.5 
153.5 
290.3 
343.9 
297.5 
353.3 
412.6 
424.8 
395.9 
296.7 
412.5 
305.3 
413.9 
180.0 
286.3 
169.8 
368.1 
306.8 
323.5 
279.1 
23.0 
199.8 
296.1 
424.0 
-105.5 
329.8 
289.7 
177.3 
292.5 
222.4 
-239.0 
296.6 
296.7 
430.0 
302.1 
282.5 
364.0 
Q-l 
DIFFERENCE 
2.4 
0.4 
3.1 
55.5 
127.4 
2.6 
1.0 
202.7 
2.2 
27.3 
0.1 
10.9 
- 19.6 
- 52.7 
- 36.2 
2.4 
- 20.6 
1.8 
- 25.6 
183.5 
2.6 
8.0 
21. 5 
3.6 
3.0 
2.5 
350.3 
- 14.7 
2.3 
- 35.9 
121.7 
1.1 
2.8 
192.4 
2.6 
144.0 
- 68.2 
3.1 
24.5 
- 31.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.6 
SJllvPLES 
2728 
332 
404 
8 
4 
1360 
904 
4 
2640 
8 
3544 
4 
4 
8 
4 
2248 
4 
2292 
4 
4 
2296 
84 
4 
2296 
924 
1344 
4 
24 
2288 
4 
4 
920 
1348 
4 
2296 
12 
4 
2244 
8 
4 
936 
1360 
4 
APPENDIX Q. Channel 11/12 Comparison 
~(Con t i nued) 
DAY CHANNEL 11 CHANNEL 12 DIFFERENCE SAtvPLES 
------ --------- -----
264 299.1 296.1 3.0 2304 
265 352.2 201.8 150.4 4 
268 378.0 498.1 -120.1 4 
280 348.5 192.5 156.0 4 
283 345.9 185.8 160.1 4 
284 347.7 208.5 139.2 4 
299 353.2 381.3 - 28.1 4 0 
301 295.9 292.9 3.0 2412 
304 281. 0 278.1 2.9 1212 
Q-2 
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